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jJ.SR stands for Muon Spin Relaxation, Rotation, 

Resonance, Research, or what have you. The intention of 
the mnemonic acronym is to draw attention to the analogy 
with NMR and ESR, the range of whose applications is well 
known. Any study of the interactions of the muon spin by 
virtue of tbe asymmetric decay is considered jJ.SR, but this 
definition is not intended to exclude any peripherally related 
phenomena, especially if relevant to the use of the muon's 
magnetic moment as a delicate probe of matter. 
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. 
We have recently completed a series of measurements on the diffusion 

behavior of positive muons (p+) in high purity copper targets in zero field 

as well as applied fields up to 80 De usihg the·techniqu~ of muon spin 

rotat ion. (1 ) 
J - ' - + 

In these experiments a beam of pol arized' p extracted from the 

M9 meson channel at the TRIUMF accelerator in Vancouver,. British CoJumbia, 
j - " •• 

Canada was stopped in two different copper targets and one aluminum target. 

The muons thermalize in the.target retaining their polarization and then . . ,~ . , 

depo 1 ari ze under the 'i'nfl uenc~-"o'f the ,1 oc~l ,fields acting on them during their 
. .•• ' I . ! - .. ~~; .. .. 'f I 

• - • t to' .' J • "'( I ,. 'l:.t \1, r ~ : .. _ : .. -
lifetimes (T~ = 2.197 pS).I,' In' our high purity copper targets (5 - 91 s) these 

..... - .~, " .- ~ 

fields arise mainly from the topper nuclear'moments. Since the angular 
",. J ~'r _ ,_ ..... 

.. , _ ., • _t ...' 

distribution of the positrons is strongl.Y' correlated with the direction of the 

muon spin, a measurement of the positron distribution as a function of time 
. I' . ... . ....... • ~ .' 'r ...... ".~. ':'''' 1 t • ~. ;. .;. , 

determine~ the~tim~'dependence of ~he muon!s ,spin direction. Since the 
.~ ;. ' ~,_,~,: - ... , .. ~_ J ... 't ~ ~ ~" .... " 

nuclear spins are "static" and random in direction the interaction with the 
, • I '.- ...~ ·",·7 4 "I .. ...- 'r ., 

muon spins leads to a smearing of the muon po'lariza'tion as a functi'on of 'time 

unless the muon is hopping rapidly. This is the same behavior as motional 
t',. 1" S ... & .. "'- :'.} ", ,'~." ~ I • \ ~ 

narrowing in N~~R where the same forma11sm applles (2). --
- ., . 

The impetus for our experiment was the result reported by Hartmann, et ala 

(3) on muon depolarization in h~~~'pu;ity copper down to 50 mk in transverse 

field. 
. . . .... t . _. 4" ',,' ~ • ' ' '' i '0 , ~l ~ ".' _ ~ 4 • 

Their.-data' (Fig.!.l) clearly shows'a'decr'ease in the depolarization 
• • _ .... -. f"- -. _ r:.-" .".. L • r .... • • 

rate as the temperature decreases from -' 2K to'- ·0.7K. Hm"ever, the 
·4 ~,.., ... '" lJ 

transverse'field'data is not able to separate the 'static and dynamic effects 
. . 

i.e~ it' carinot ~istinguish whether" there is a different 'trapping site 

appearing as a function of temperature or whether the muon is hopping more 

rapidly between identical sites •. 

In zero field, one can separate these effects. The mathematics of this 

approach has been worked out in detail in a recent paper by Hayano, et ala 

(4). Although the functional dependence'of the muon spin's behavior cannot be 
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given analytically, it can be calculated numerically for all values of A~ the 

second moment of the Gaussian distribution of the static random magnetic. 

fields and v, the mean hopping frequency between sites. 

The experiments were done on two different copper targets~ one being a 
( . 

piece of the same target used in reference 3 'and the other being a high purity 

single crystal annealed in low pressure oxygen to increase the residual 

resistivity ratio (5) as well as a 5 - 91 s Al polycrystal to look for 

bac~ground effects. In order to reduce the number of variables to fit the 

zero field data as well as to compare our results with those of reference 3 we 

alternated zero field and transverse field runs. 

A schematic plan view of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The targets 

were attached to the rectangular cold box of the 3He single shot evaporation 

refrigerator mounted in the pumped 4He vapor space of a commercial Janis 
. + 

Su~ervarltemp dewar. Thermometry was done with a Ge resistance thermometer 

calibrated down to 0.3 K*. 

Our transverse field results are plotted in Fig. 1 ·for the two different 

copper targets. The errors are smaller than the points and represent only the 

width of the x2 distribution. The agreement with the results of Ref. 3 is 

excellent. \ . 

The hopping rate in zero field is shown in Fig. 3. In the zero field data 

fits~ the asymmetry for each telescope was taken from the average of all the 

as}l.Eetries measured in the transverse field runs for that telescope. The 

~idth of the magnetic field distribution was fixed at A = .389 ps-l. Thus 

only No~ ,the initial counting rate, 8, the time independent background and 

v, the hopping rate were allowed to be varied in the least squares fits. The 

scatter in the data is large since v depends greatly on the behavior of the 

~J~~is Research Co. Inc., Stoneham, Mass. 
YLc~=5hore Cryotronics, Westerville, Ohio, Model GR-200A-100 
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;:-'.,iOO polarization at very late times (t > 2L
ll

) \'1hen mostof the muons have 

c:c~yed, making it crucial to have a high muon event rate as well as a very 

"cle~n" spectrum. These somewhat mutually exclusive conditions can be 

attained on the unique N9 channel withcparti~le separ.ator at TRIUt1F because of 

tr:~ very high intensity, positron-free surface muon beam. Each run represents v 

107 events collected over 6 hours counting time. 

The diffusive behavior of muons in copper at temperatures from about 10 K 
• 

to room temperature is now quite well tinderstood (6) as a process wherein the 

!iluons jump between octahedral interstial sites via lattice-activated 

tunneling, with the muons becoming essentially completely trapped below about 

80 K. We have shown that at temperatures far below that where this process is 

co~pletely inhibited another mechanism of diffusion, one with a hopping rate 

d2creasing with increasing temperature, becomes active. The experiments do 

not give any clear indication of what that mechanism may be, although the most 

obvious candidate which can yield such a non-classical temperature dependence 

i~ coherent tunnelling (7, 8). The evidence for the existence of this process 

in 8uon-metal systems is indirect, but it becomes more compelling as more data 

is accumulated which cannot be explained by thermally activated processes. 

. .' 
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~ig. 1 Second moment of the Gaussian width of the muon depolarization rate in 
transverse field. The second moment is defined in the same way as in 
Ref. 3. The Gaussian \'1idth par'ameters in Refs., 3 and 4 are formally d 

related as a = b/I'Z. 

C=.ta of Ref. 3 

Thi S 'l'iork 
I 

0 polycrystalline copper, 520 De 
opolycrystalline aluminum, 120 De 
'opolycrystalline aluminum, 520 De 

\ 
~ oxygen annealed high purity copper single crystal 80 Oe 
Asamecopper target material as above, ref. 3.,,80 Oe 
®high purity aluminum polycrystal, 80 De 

, 
,' .. , 

Fig. 2 Schematic plan view of the spectrometer and low temperatur:-e 
refrigerat9r. 

'" . s..,:;' ~ '~~'" 
,- . 

Flg. 3 Hopping rate of muons in copper in zero field 
. A oxygen'annealed high purity copper single crystal 
b:. same copper target material as ref. 3 

The data for F and B counters was analyzed independently and are 
connected by a vertical line. The errors from the X2 of the fits to 
the data are generally smaller than this spread and are indicated as 
error bars above the higher and below the lower point respectively • 
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Huon Spin Resonance by Strong Pulsed R.F; Field 

With Pulsed Muons 

Y. Kitaokat , M. Takigawat , H. Yasuokat , M. Itoht, S. Takagi t 

Y. Kuno, K. Nishiyama R.S. Hayano, Y.J. Uemura, J. Imazato, H. Nakayama 

K. Nagamine and T. Yamazaki 

Meson Science Laboratory and Dpartment of Physics, University of Tokyo 

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113 

tlnstitute for Sol id State Physics, University of Tokyo, Roppongi, 

Tokyo 106 

Abstract 

Meson spin resonance experiments have been performed for the ~+ 

in H20 and for some other cases, where the first observation was 

made on the time-differential pattern of muon spin resonance, 

namely, spin precession around the r.f. field vector under various 

resonance conditions. In the present experiment, a high-power 

pulsed r.f. field was effectively appl ied to the pulsed muon beam 

in our laboratory of the KEK-Booster Meson Facil ity (BOOM). Potential 

uses of muon spin resonances particularly for researches in the 

border regions of sol id state and nuclear physics are discussed 

in comparison with the conventional spin rotation method. 
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1. Introduction 

+ The ~SR method, utilizing asymmetric e- emission along the polar-

ized muon spin, can be used to probe local magnetic field and its 
.... 

fluctuation felt by the muon inside various condensed matters.Up to 

now, many experiments have been performed using the muon spin rotation 

as well as relaxation techniques by observing the time evolution of 

± . the e asymmetric angular distribution.Il]. 

On the other hand, muon spin resonance which is induced by a 

high r.f. field under a longitudinal field has entirely different 

feaiures : it enables us to"solve various problems that cannot be 

studied by the spin rotation method. 'The resonance phenomena can 

be detected by observing time and directional distribution of decay 

+ + e- from polarzed ~-. 

The first p+ resonance experiment was performed by Coffin et 

al {2], who used muon beam of d.c. character. In general, to complete 

muon spin transition within muon life time~ it is required to apply 

a high r.f. field close to 100 kW peak power. This type of strong 

r.f. field is realized only with a low duty factor. Thus, it is quite 

inefficient to do resonance experiments using intense d.c. muon beam 

." presently available at major meson factories. To break through this 

situation, the Meson Science Laboratory of the University of Tokyo 

has constructed a strong pulsed muon facil ity[3]util izing the pulsed 

proton beam of the Booster Synchrotron Util ization Facility of KEK ( National 

Laboratory for High Energy Physics). Intense pulsed muons generated 

by the superconducting muon channel have a suitable time structure 
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of 50 ns pulse width and 50 ms pulse interval. The required high 

po~er pulsed r.f. field could be operated in coincidence with muon 

beam burst. At the same time, this pulsed muon beam permits 

us to measure a ~SR time spectrum in a fairly long time range with 

-s 
extremely low background (below 10 at t=O ). 

In resonance experiments, a static longitudinal field Ho is 

applied along the ~+ spin direction ( namely, the beam direction) 

and an r.f. field Al of angular velocity ~ perpendicular to Ao 
( 't. / +H 0 1 [ H (+)' u ( +) ] ) 

\AI , H1COS wt = - 1 W +ni -ell • In the frame rotating ., 
with an angular velocity w the motion of spin is described by a 

precession around the effective field Heff ( see fig. 1 ). 

* '6' + "eff = rll ( H"o - ~/y ) , (1) 

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the muon. 

The motion of the spin polarization projected along Ho is given 

by 

(2 ) 

where sino = Hi/ H
eff

. When there is appreciable inhomogeneity 

in Hl or Ho, relevant averaging procedure is required for eq. (2). 

When w of the r.f. field is equal to yHo, namely at exact resonance 

condition, the spin precesses around the Hl with the angular velocity 

,~ 

:.., 
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Corresponding to the spin motion given in eq. (2L· the following 

~ 

time dependence of asymmetric e- 'emissions might be observed in the 

counters placed along the longitudinal field Ho : 

:-tIr 
N(e,t) = N. e lJ [ 1 + A'. G (t) P (t) cos e ] o z z 

+ 
where T is the mean life time of lJ

lJ 
A is the initial asymmetry 

corrected by actual beam polarization, counter geometry, etc. 

The term Gz{t} is a longitudinal relaxation .function. Again, it 

is quite essential to use the pulsed muon beam in order to observe 

thi s time dependent character of spin resona·nce and to pursue further 

developments towards spin echo measurements. The pulsed muon has 

a strong advantage for the long time range measurement so that it 

enables us to measure muon spin motion around the r.f. field Hl even 

at a few 10 G. Although the first resoanance experiment was carried 

out many years ago using d.c. muons[l]· the time dependent character 

has not been measured. To be coupled with the pulsed muons, we have 

constructed a strong pulsed r.f. source which has a peak power of 

20 kW in 100 lJsec time duration with a good I inear characteristics. 

2. Experimental 

The experiments have been carried out at the ~1 port of the 

superconducting pulsed muon channel where the focussed backward muons 

are avai lable with the central momentum of 75 MeV/c. The average 

~ -intensity was 2.8 x 10 lJ /pulse in the area of 5 cm x 5 cm. The 

muon beam was further collimated by a lead collimator and stopped 
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in the target material with a rectangular shape of 5 x 5 x 2 cm 3
• 

The range width is typically 2.0 g/cm2. The target was placed at 

the center of the longitudinal field set-up, Eight sets of small tele

scope counters ( consisting of two plastic counters) were placed 

for decay electrons at both downstream ( Forward) and upstream ( 

Backward) positions with respect to the incoming muon beam direction. 

A schematic view of experimental arrangements is shown in f"ig. 2. 

The signals from each telescope were fed into the digital count

ing system based upon the use of logic analyzer 3
) and the time his

togram obtained at CCS-::.11, a fast microprogrammed branch driver, was 

transferred to the VAX- 11/780 where both final histogramming and online 

data analysis were performed. 

The r.f. field was produced at the coil closely wound around 

the target using the r.f. source whose block diagram is shown in fig. 

3. The r.f. source consists of three stages of power amplifiers 

20 W wideband power preampl ifier ( R.F. Lab. M320, 1 ~ 300 MHz) 

500 W booster ampl ifier 2 ~ 50 MHz) and 20 kW final power amplifier. 

The first stage accepts a low level (~ lV rms ) ·pulsed r.f. supplied 

by a signal generator ( HP 8656A). It is turned on by a dc pulse 

of the TTL level generated by an univibrator whose trigger is given 

at around 2 ~sec before the muon beam arrival. This trigger signal 

is submitted by the kicker timing pulse of the booster synchrotron. 
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The second stage is a simple push-pulJ, grounded cathode class-

A 5F35R booster amplifier. The 5F35R is a tetrode with a 300 W plate 

dissipation rate whose fi lament requi res 6 V and 3.1 A. The grid 

and plate circuits are tuned by a plug-in type air-core coil and 

variable capacitance in the frequency range of 2 to 50 MHz. The 

fi·nal stage is grounded cathode class-A 7F31R ampl ifier. The 7F31R 

is a tetrode with a 3 kW plate dissipation. The same tuning system 

as the booster ampl ifier is adopted except a 20 kW vacuum sealed 

variable capacitance. The coupling between the booster and the final 

stage is accomplished by a link-coupling and a 50 coaxial cable. 

Both booster and final class-A amplifiers designed here are specified 

bya 150 V dc gate pulse appl ied to the grid circuit synchronously 

wi th the r. f. input. This type of the class-A ampl i fi er reduces 

the plate dissipation and produces a good r. f. pulse characteristics. 

The final output power is transmitted to the sample coi I through 

a conventional tuning system of· series type. 

3. Result and Discussion 

The muon spin resonance experiments have been performed at room 

temperture for ~+ in H20, Al (powder, 300 mesh) and graphite (powder, 

spectroscopic .powder, grade SP-t) and for ~ - bound to the ground state 

of muonic atoms in graphite (powder). Resonance have been observed 

successfully for all these samples. Resonance curves were obtained 

at the fixed frequency of 20 MHz by changing the strength of the 

longitudinal field Ho. Here, detailed description is given for the 

experimental result on ~+ resonance in water exhibiting a diamagnetic 

fraction ( '" 60 % ). In the actual experiment, a resonance 
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observation was carried out by ~omparing time evolution qf the decay 

e+ inten~jtjes-between the backward and the forward counters where 

spin rotation around the Ho is averaged out because the r.f. had no 

phase relation with the beam in the present case. According to eq. 

(3), the ratio of the counts in backward counters to those in forward 

counters NB/N F is expressed by 

N(1T, t} 
= N(O, t} 

- A·p (t) 
z 

= 1 + A·P (t) = 
z 

1 - 2A· P (t) 
z 

(4) 

where we have neglected a contribution from the longitudinal relaxation. 

When w = yHo = wo, 

(5) 

where to is the time of r.f. triggering. As shown in fig. 4, this 

type of spin precession pattern around Hl was clearly observed. 

Whenw-wc= ±yHl. the ratio ~/NF becomes 

(6 ) 

In this case it is expected that the ampl itude is reduced to ~ and 

the precession frequency is increased by 12 , as compared to the case 

of w = woo This behaviour was clearly seen as shown in fig. 4. 
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Thus, we have observed~ for the first time~ the muon spin 

precession around HI at various resonance conditions. The on-

resonance data was fi tted assumi ng lorentz ian d i stri but ion for 

the field inhomogeneity in HI. The HI and 6Hl were estimated 

to be 25.6 (5) and 1.8{21 G, respectiv~ly. 

As shown in fig. 5, the resonance curves were obtained as a function 

of magnetic field Ho by averaging the data for relevant time ranges: 

time rages averaging the ~ata for the curve (a) and (b) are 3.4 ~ 5.0 

~sec and 3.4 ~10.0 ~sec, respectively. Using (2) and (3), resonance 

curve can be calculated for any time ranges. For example, for the 

time range from t = 0 to t ==, the following lorentzian type resonance 

formula is obtained. 

N ( a, w) 

2 
WI 

} cos a ] 

The time averaged resonance curves shown in fig. 5 were fitted 

by the resonance formula corresponding to eq (7), which is obtained 

by integrating eqs (2) and (3) for the finite time range. As 

shown in fig. 5, the resonance curve in a limited time range shows 

substantially narrower resonance width with an ~nhanceci reson3nce 

"dip". This result is expected from these resonance formula for 

the finite time range. By expanding the time range to cover a 

few HI oscil lations (e.g. 3.4 ~s to 10.0 ~s), the value of HI 

(25.6±0.5 G) obtained by a fit to the time differential pattern 

is consistent with the value obtained by a fit to the resonance 

curve (24.1±1.3 G). 
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The most important feature of the time differential measurement 

is a capabil ity to extract directly the field value (Hl) and its 

inhomogeneity (6Hl). When a relaxation of the muon is appreciable 

(neglected in ~he above analysis), a characteristic damping pattern 

may appear in the time-differen~ial pattern. At the same time, 

Hl (including 6Hl), natural width and relaxation rate contribute 

to the resonance width. With a clear knowledge of Hl, the relaxation 

rate can be easily extracted from the width of resonance curve. 

4. Conclusion 

The first observation of time differential pattern in muon 

spin resonance has been realized by using the high-'power r.f. 

source coupled with the excellent feature of the pulsed muon beam. 

Using this time differential measurement J one can obtain unambiguously 

the value of appl ied Hl as well as its inhomogeneity. Thus, combined 

with the resonance curve measurements, one can get further knowledges 

concerning the origins of the resonance width, longitudinal relaxation 

etc. 

The muon spin resonance technique which is now easily real ized 

in our pulsed muon facil ity will be applied powerfully to various 

problems that cannot be studied by the spin rotation method. Typical 

examples are as follow. 
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1) local field measurement under decoupling field local fields 

felt by muons ca~ be measured under strong decoupling fields applied 

against/static random fields. Thus, hyperfine fields can be studied 

under the presence of perturbing fields from moments of magnetic 

atoms or nuclear moments. 

2) Measurements of time-dependent local fields When muons 

change their state or site from one to another, the muons might 

feel time-dependent local magnetic fields. If we apply conventional 

transverse-field ~SR method to the case of a Jarge change of local 

field, 6H, it is impossible to measure the second local field after 

change of state, because the transverse precession may destroy phase 

-1 
coherence of spin rotation eventually in a time (¥~H) . With resonance 

technique, one can study these phenomena by changing a timing of 

r.f. firing. Thus, one can learn a change of the muon local fields 

+ 
associated with defect trapping of the diffusing ~. muonium to 

diamagnetic state conversion of the V: in chemical species, etc. 

3) High field measurement In a spin rotation measurement, there 

is an upper 1 imit on the observable frequency due to the time resolution 

in the detection system. Practically, it is impossible to measure 
+ 

frequency higher than several GHz ( some 100 kG fields for ~- ). 

The field measurements higher than these 1 imits, resonance technique 

will be appl ied using high frequency r.f. source. 
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Captions 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the rotating frame with respect to the 

beam geome t ry. 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the experimental arrangements for muon 

spin resonance experiments including counters, collimator, r.f. 

coi 1, etc. 

Fig. 3. Blo~k diagram of r.f. source for muon spin resonance 

experiment. 

Fig. 4. Time differencial pattern of muon spin resonance for ~+ fn 

H
2
0 (diamagnetic fraction) observed in decay positron intensity 

ratio between Forward and Backward counters normalized to the ratio 

at t=O. Three typical cases of resonance conditions are presented. 

Fig. 5. Resonance curve obtained by integrating Forward/Backward 

ratio in the time range shown in the figures. The curve is a result 

of fit using the parameters shown in Table 1 . 
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SIGNAL GENERATOR 
(HP8656A, 1-500MHz) 

RF PULSE (I Vrms ) 

GATE GATE 
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Fig. 3 
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LONG-LIVED MUONIUM IN WATER REVEALED BY PULSED MUONS 

Masayuki YOSHIDAt. Yoichi SAKAlt. Haruo SATOt, Takeshi TOMINAGAt~ 

Kusuo NISHIYA~A, Jun IMAZATO, Hisayoshi NAKAYAMA and 

Kanetada NAGAMINE 

Meson Science Laboratory, Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo, 

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan 

Reaction rate constants of muonium in pure water have been 

-1 
obtained to be smaller than 0.05 x 106 s , from the rate of disap-

pearance of muonium precession signal. With the aid of pursed 

muons, .~SR and MuSR measurements have been ~arried out in a longer 

time range than eV,er achieved under a weak external field with 

essentially negl igible inhomogeneity. The present results indicate 

a stabil ity of thermal muonium in water against possible chemical 

reactions in the temperature range from 3°C to 29°C. 

t) Permanent Address: Department of Chemistry; University of 

Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku 113, Japan 
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1. Introduction 

Muonium (Mu), which is a neutral atomic state consisting 

f ·, d I h fb 1. o a positive muon an an e ectron, as a mass 0 a out 9 times 

that of hydrogen. It is known that about 20 % of the incoming 

positive muon forms Mu in pure water around room temperature. 

+ The formation of Mu can be easily discriminated against the ~ 

trapped in diamagnetic species through the difference in 

precession frequency under a weak transverse external field of 

several G. namely YM = 1.39 MHz/G for Mu and Y = 13.554 KHz/G 
~ 

+ for ~. Thus, once Mu is formed, its reaction rate can be easily 

observed through the disappearance rate of the precession pattern. 

Since the first direct observation of muonium in water [1], 

there have been a large number of experiments on the chemical reaction 

rates of Mu in a wide variety of aqueous solutions [2,3, 4,]. A 

large isotope effect and its systematic trend have been observed 

in these aqueous solutions. However, the existing data for the 

most basic standard, namely, Mu reaction rate in pure water [2, 5] 

are still controversial and the behaviour of Mu in water has not 

been fully understood. This situation seems to be related to 

the experimental asymmetry associated with an inhomogeneity and 

a drift of the appl ied external field, and also a constant background 

in the ~SR time spectrum obscuring ~ or Mu depolarization, particularly 

when the depolarization rate is smaller than 0.1 x 10 6/s. 

In order to break through this situation, it is quite relevant 

to use intense pulsed muons which can be obtained at a new superconducting 
,. 

pulsed muons channel of our laboratory at KEK-Booster~ The design 

principle and updated status are shown elsewhere [7, 8]. 

.. 
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In our laboratory, pulsed ~SR adn MuSR techniques have been developed 

where time spectra of decay positrons are measured with respect 

to the muon beam burst. One of the basic features of the pulsed 

muons is a capability of time spectrum measurement with essentially 

no background contribution from the accidental coincidence rate 

between incoming muons and decay positrons. Thus, under the present 

time structure of pulsed muons, muon spin rotation experiments 

can be performed in a long time range « 20 ~s), under a wide 

range of precession frequencies « 10 MHz) and with a low background 

-~ 
( < 10 ). Particularly, the MuSR experiment can be performed 

under such a low external field as 2 ~ 3 G so that the absolute 

strength of the field inhomogeneity can be easily reduced to the 

level of .several mG. 

With this motivation, we have carried ~ut pulsed MuSR experiment 

on water, particularly, to measure a precise number of relaxation 

rate of Mu in water. 

2. Experimental 

The experiment was carried out at u1 port of the superconducting 

muon channel of Meson Science Laboratory, University of Tokyo 
/ 

at KEK-Booster Synchrotron Facil ity [7,8]. There, intense backward 

muon is available with a time width of 50 ns every 50 ms (duty 
_6 + 

factor of 10 !). The typical rate of U at experimental target 

is 35,000 per pulse (7 x lOs per sec) in an area of 5 cm x 5 cm. 

The range width is 3.5 g/cm2.for the muon central momentum of 

110 MeV/c and 2.0 g/cm2 for that of 75 MeV/c. The average polarl ization 

seen in ~SR spectrum is around 80 %. 
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Experimental arrangement for field coil, counter and target 

is seen in Fig. 1. The main transverse field is suppl ied by a 

Helmholtz coil with a coil gap of 20 cm and an inner radius of 

28 cm. For the MuSR experiment, two types of correction fields 

are used to compensate both the fringing field of the last quadrupole 

magnet of the beam channel and misal ignment of the Helmholtz coil 

pair. THe field inhomogeneity for 3 G central field is less thatn 

5 mG in the colume of 12 x 12 x 12 cm 3 • 

A target cell was placed in a manner shown in Fig. 1. It 

has acyl indrical cell with an outer frame of Teflon (20 cm diamet~r 

and cm thick) and with thin Mylar windows (0.075 mm thick). 
, 

The ~ater used tn the present experiment was doubly distilled. 

The second distillation was carried out in an apparatus for subboi1 ing 

distillation which is made of quartz with a heater of infrared 

ray. This procedure has been used to reduce metall ic ion impurities 

. in water down below 0.02 ppb [9]. In order to remove dissolved 

oxygen the sample water was deoxygenated by bubbl ing with pure 

hel ium gas, at a rate of 2.0 llmin, before and during exposure 

to the muon beam. As a reference for the ampl itude (fraction) 

determination, we used carbon tetrachloride CCI~ of spectroscopic-

grade. 

A digital method was employed to measure decay e~ from pulsed muons 

where a large number of counter telescopes with sma1 I sol id angle were 

used in order to reduce a counting-Joss probabil ity. As seen in Fig. 

1, two sets of counter arrays were located on both sides of the target 

position. Each counter array consists of 5 telescopes made of two 

plastic .scintillators. Each telescope defines the electron direction 

strictly with 0.5 % sol id angle. The range curve measured by these 
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+ decaye counters has a peak to tail ratio of better than 10 to 1. 

Pulse trains from each telescope are analysed by a multi-channel multi-

stop T.O.C. system which uses a commercially available logic analyser [.10]. 

The output from the TOC is sent to CCS-l1 [11].1 where the histogram 

of time speitrum in each telesco~ is constructed. The updated histogram 

is frequently transferred to the host computer VAX-111780. 

From the stored histogram Ni in the i-th time bin, the correction 

for the counting-loss in time digitizer is made by the following 

procedure to obtain the corrected histogram Mi using the total number 

of beam burst n. 

Mi = n·]og ( 1 - Niln ) ( 1 ) 

After this correction, the histogram of the spin precession data might 

be represented by an adequate function such as 

, (c) 

+ AMu exp( -At) cos (wMut + ~Mu) ] + N (t) + B, (2) 
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where NO is a normalization factor, B is the fraction of time independent 

background, L is the muon life time (2.20 IJs). The terms A arid'AMu are 
IJ ' . IJ 

+ the asymmetries for IJ in diamagnetic environments and in muonium. 

The parameter 1 is the muonium relaxation rate whil~ a relaxation 

+ 
rate of \J in diamagnetic species is assumed to be negligible, wIJ aMd w

Mu 

are the muon and muonium precession frequencies,and·tIl and ~Hu are 
, \J 

the iriitial phases of their precessions. The term N(c)epresents accidental 

coincidence effect in telescope counters which can be written in 

the following way, 

(c) (c) (c) (c) 
N (t) = NO(o) • exp (--2th

IJ
) [ 1 + FIJ(t) + FMu(t) ], Oa) 

(c) ( 1 ) (2 ) 
F (t) = (A + A ) cos(w t + ~ ), 

IJ IJ \J IJ IJ 

(c) (1) (2) 
F Mu (t) = (AMu + AMu ) exp(-At)cos(wMut + ~Mu)· : Oc) 

(1) (2) 
where A and A are the asymmetries in the spin precession pattern 

observed by each single counter. All these parameters, particularly, 

the decay constant A for Hu is obtained by X2-minimization using the 

programme MINOIT. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

+ 
The precise determination of the fraction of ~ in diamagnetic 

compounds was made at 290 K under 75 G external field where the 

muonium signal was smeared out in the time resolution determined 

by either detection system or beam pulse width. By fitting this 

data as well as the reference data with CCI~ using eq. (2) and 

(3a), one can obtain the diamagnetic fraction as a ratio of A for 
~ 

H~O to that for CCI~. The obtained number 0.60(3) is in excellent 

agreement with the value 0.622(6) obtained in other laboratory [2]. 

The MuSR measur~ments in wate-r were carr i ed out _a t three 

different temperatures under 2 to 3 G external field. As a 

reference for the Mu fraction determination, the uSR measurement 

+ was made on CCI~ at 260 G, where the u precesses at almost same 

frequency as that of the MuSR in water. Typical uSR time spectra 

on CC1~ are shown in Fig. 2 where the correction shown in eq. 

(1) is already made. The ba,ckground to signal ratio S/No is, below 

10-~, exhibiting the excellent feature of the pulsed uSR method. 

In Fig. 3 typical MuSR time spectra are shown where a long-l ived 

Mu precession is clearly seen. 

The results on A are summarized in Table 1. In the actual 

data analysis, we have safely neglected the correction term for 

Mu given in eq. (3c), Contrary to the existing data [2,3] (around 

6 -1 0.25 x 10 s ), our experiemnt, which is free from instrumental 

asymmetries, gives substabtially lower values of A over the temperature 

range of the present experiment. The obtained values of muonium 
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faction were sl ightly smaller than the existing data: for instance, 

the value was 0.174(9) at 280 K which should be compared to the 

value 0.196(3) obtained at SIN [2]. This was probably due to 

the fact that the u+ signal in the reference data on CCl 4 has 

+ a small contribution from the u stopped in the materials other 

than CC1 4 • Careful examinations as well as refined experiments 

are now in progress. We bel ieve that this contribution does not 

affect at all the results on A. 

In order to confirm a proper performance of the detection 

system and data-analysis procedure, several additional measurements 

have been done on Mu in single crystal quartz as wel~ as u+ in 

Cu under the same geometry as used in the present experiment. 

For example, in the uSR experiment on Cu at 77 K, number of 

0.257(8) was obtained for the time constant 0 in the gaussian 
2 2 

depolarization function e-o t which is consistent with the 

existing data at weak field region [12]. 

The field inhomogeneity ~H causes dephasing of the coherent 

Mu precession with a rate of YMu~H. Through careful measurements 

+ of the field distribution as well as the u beam profile at the 

water target, we might expect that the average field inhomogeneity 

is around 2 mG, corresponding to the dephasing rate of 0.02 x 10
6
/5. 

This number should be taken into account as a correction to the 

depolarization rate. Thus, the" present results in the whole 

temperature range can be simply summarized as, 

-1 
A < 0.05 x 10 6 s (4) 
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Another spurious relaxation might be caused by the two-frequency 

precession of muonium which has not been taken into account in 

the fitting function of eq. (2). If the beat frequency w
B 

of 

the two-freq~ncy precession is small, the Mu precession, within 

a limited time range appears to be damping just I ike a relaxation. 

f ~lBt I we try to fit this damping using a form of e- . , the constant AB 

can be written as 2w~ T • 
~ 

In our case of the weak external fields 

-1 
« 3 G), AB is smaller than 0.0025 x 106 s so that this effect 

can be neglected. Since AB has a fourth power dependence on the 

value of the external field, it becomes a large value for the 

other experiments in Table where larger fields were used. For 

6 -1 
example, 1B becomes 0.08 x 10 s for 7.6 G used for TRIUMF e~periment. 

Although details are not clear for experimental arrangements as 

well as data analysis procedures in these data, this effect may 

porbably be contributing to a part of observed large values of A 

in other laboratories [13]. 

The depolarizat.ion rate of Mu could be caused by the following 

mechanisms: 

(1) Depolarization of Mu (triplet state) due to random local 

(2) 

fields; 

Spin conversion rate A of triplet Mu state into singlet 
c 

one ; and 

(3) Chemical reaction rate AR into diamagnetic species. 

The first mechanism is due to either nuclear dipolar fields 

of surrounding protons or paramagnetic impurities including products 

of the radiolysis of water such as solvated electron e aq 
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With respect to the effect of nuclear dipolar field as well as 

its motional narrowing, it is interesting to look into the NMR 

data on protons in water. -1 
The spin-lattice relaxation rate T1 ' 

-1 -1 -1 
which is essentially same as T2 ' is 0.59 sand 0.44 s at 

the temperature of O°C and 10°C, respectively [14]. These 

data can be converted into those of Hu, giving the depolarization rate 

-1' -1 
of 0.045 (~s ) at O°C and 0.034 (~s ) at 10°C. Although these 

predicted values are still beyond the accuracy of the present 

result, it is quite important to pursue this direction in order 

to have a clear knowledge on either' the location and the motion 

of Mu in water, or the effect of nuclear dipolar interactions modulated 

by self diffusion and rotation processes. Concerning the effect 

of possible e formation which is often considered as an origin aq 

of the missing fraction [2], it is interesting to note that thermal 

Mu feels very small static field (at least below a few mG) from 

the e which is supposed to be located around the thermal Mu location, aq 

indicating motional narrowing of Mu and/or e aq 

As for the mechanism (2) and (3), the result of the present 

experiments suggests that the triplet Mu state is quite stable 

against a) a spin conversion process through the spin exchange 

reaction between Mu and paramagnetic impurities and b) a possible , 

chemical reaction into diamagnetic species I ike, 

Mu + HzO ~ MuOH + H or Mu + H2 0 ~ MuH + OH. 

With respect to the Mu chemical reaction rate, it is interesting 

to compare it to the H-abstraction reaction by hydrogen atom from 

water molecule: 

H + H2 0 ~ Hz + OH. (6) 
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The experimental reaction rate constant KH around room temperature 

is 10-~ H- 1 s- 1 [15], which should be compared with the number 

of Hu rate ~ ~ 7 x 102 -1 -1 
H -s obtained from the present result 

through a general expression of the first order reaction A = KM[ H20 l. 

In conclusion, the .long-lived character of Mu' in water was 

revealed by pulsed ~SR method and a new upper I imit was placed 

on the chemical reaction of Hu into diamagnetic compound. All 

the muonium data in aqueous solution should be reanalysed using 

presently obtained data on Hu relaxation rate in water. The result 

is demonstrating the usefulness of pulsed muons to study various 

slow relaxation phenomena with ~SR and HuSR techniques particularly, 

to study Mu reaction rate constants in aqueous solutions. ~recise 

measurements on A, PHu and P~ at a wider temperature range are 

now in progress. 

We acknowledge Prof. T. Yamazaki for his encouragements and 

fruitful discussions. Helpfull discussions with Professor Y. Itoh 

and Professor Y. Tabata are acknowledged. Thanks are due to Mr. 

Y. Kuno, Dr. R.S. Hayano, Mr. S. Nakajima, Mr. H. Sasaki, and 

Mr. S. Yamauchi for their contributions to various phases of the 

present experiment. 
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TabJe t Huonium transverse:relaxation .rate in·water 

Temperature Al Field 
( K ) ( J:l s - - .) ( G , 

Present work 280 0.049(20) .3.30 

292 -0.021 (18) 2.68 

303 0.030(27) 2.98 

TRIUHF') 295 0.25(3) 7.6 

s I N~) R.T. 
a) 

0.24· 4-10 

DUBNA
6

) 298 0.64(7) 7 

a) The authors of .the reference 5 suspected that the value was 

governed by field drift and inhomogeneity. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of experimental arrangements (right) and 

en 1 arged view of target "ce 11. Two types of correct ion co i 1 are 

mounted to produce homogeneous field at the target cell. Decay 

positrons are measured by 10 sets of plastic scintillator telescopes. 

Fig. 2. Typical example of pulsed pSR time spectra measured 

on CC14 at 303 K. 

Fig. 3. Muonium precession signal in pure water at 280 K. Opercircules: 

data taken by left counters. Filled circules : data taken by right counters. 

The data were obtained on both sides of positron detectors, collecting 

6 million events per each side. Long-l ived muonium"signal is 

superimposed on a slow muon precession. 
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ABSTRACT 

l'Jereport on the first observation af channelling phenomena in 

a blocking experiment with 4.12 MeV positive muons (~+) resul

ting from the decay of th~rmalized pions ("+) implanted into Ta 

single crystals. The channe~ing manifests itself as a peak in 

the ~ + 'intensi ty (relative height 1.25, F~vHM 0.30
) along the 

<100> direction of the Ta crystal5. In addition, first results 

of- a similar experiment involving the blocking of relativistic ~si

+ trans from the decay of muons (~ ) implanted into an. AU-'crystal, are 

presented. The paper describes the principles of the method 

together with the experimental set-up and discusses conclu~ions 

to be drawn from the experimental findings as well as potential 

applications of t~e technique. 
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In recent years the behaviour of hydrogen nucli~- in solids. 

has become.of increasing scientific and technolQgical interest. 

Among the various problems encountered, the diffusion mechanism 

of hydrogen is of particular interest, since quantum effects 

cannot be neglected. Systematic experiments on the mass dependence 

of diffusion should give valuable information on the mechanisms 

involved, in particular since the available masses range from 

the mass of the positron to that of the triton. In this context 

also other mass dependent properties of the particles with 

positive elementary charge are of interest sudl- as tte in ter-

stitial sites occupied in crys"tals or the vibrational behaviour. 

For the investigation of the heavy hydrogen nuclide~ p, d, t v-arious 

methods are available, . such as neutron diffraction, fast-ion channel-

ing, Gorsky effect and others. By contrast, for the light 

" l'd" + + nuc .1. es, the posi ti ve pion (1T ), the posi ti ve muon (ll ), and the 

positron (e+), up to now only two experimental techniques were 

known. In materials with suitable magnetic properties the 

diffusion of the positive muon can be measured down to low 

temperatures by means of the llSR (muon spin rotation) technique 

(see, e.g. [1]). Furthermore, the trapping of positrons and 

muons at crystal defects may be investigated [1 , 2]. At present 

these two probes are being used extensively for studying vacancies 

in crystals. 
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In the present paper we present a new technique for the in-
... + 

vestigation of the behaviour of positive pions (-IT ) and positive 

muons (ll+) in solids. In sufficiently perfect single crystals, 

the lattice steering of their decay particles, i.e., the ll+ 

in the case of. 1T + and the e + in the case of II + , may- be used to detennine 

their positions at the moment of the decay. If vacancies are 

present, the parent particles may get trapped and their. diffusion to the 

vacancies may be investigated. In addition, information may be 

obtained about their spatial distribution (vibrational amplitudes). 

We emphasize that such studies are·independent of the magnetic 

properties of the crystals. 

The present note outlines the general ideas of the method 

and describes the experimental technique together with· some of 

the results obtained for pions in tantalum. These constitute. the 

first application of positive pions outside the field of nuclear 

and elementary-particle physics. In a final section, we report 

on recent analogous experiments with posi~ive muons in Au. 

PRINCIPLES 

The general idea is to implant pions into a crystal, where 

. -11 
they are slowed down to thermal velocities in less than 10 s. 

The electrostatic repulsion by. the lattice atoms tends to loca-

lize the pionsin the interstices of the crystal. 

~he pions may diffuse freely through the crystal or may be 

trapped by crystal imperfections, say, vacancies or impurities 

present in the sample, in much the same way as is known from llSR 
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or positron annihilation experiments [1,2]~ The pio~decay 

with a mean lifetime. of T ± = 2.6.10-8 s according to 
1f 

(1) 

into a monoenergetic positive muon (kinetic energy E~ = 4.12 MeV 

and momentum p~ = 29.73 MeV/c) and a muon neutrino. The decay 

muons, in turn, undergo -channelling when travelling close to 

low-index directionsor planes. If measured in a blocking 

arrangement along low-index lattice directions or planes the 

angular distribution of the muons leaving the crystal contains 

information on the position of the pions at the moment of thelr 

decay. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experimental set up had to fulfill the following require-

ments: 

( + i) For 4.12 MeV ~ Lindhard'scritical angles for lattice 

s:teering [3,4] 

Wcr = (2) 

(Z2' Zl = atomic numbers of the lattice atoms and of the 

channelled particle with momentum p and velocity v, 

d = interatomic distance in the atomic rCM, e = elerrent?ry charge ) 0 
are of the order of nagnitude of 0.50 (Au <100>: 0.670 , Ta <100>: 0.72 ). 
Therefore, the angular resolution of the apparatus has 

to be better than about 0.20
• 
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( ii) The incident n+ beam has an intensity of the order of~agnitude ( 

.~os n+ (s with a minimum beam spot of about 2 x 3 cm2 •. Hence, 

·for intensity reasons, the crystal area exposed to the 

beam should be of the same size. For an angular re-

solution of 0.20 this impJieWminimum crystal-detector di

stance of d = 6 m. 

(iii) In order to reduce the counting t..:i.ne and to eliminate the eff~_cts of 

fluctuations in the primary ~+ intensity, the entUe angular 

distribution of the emitted muons has to be measured at 

the same time and cannot be measurea in angular scans as 

is commonly done in channelling experiments. Thus a 

two-dimensional position-sensitive detector capable 

of accepting an angular range of about 4 x Wcr and hence possess 

ing_ a diameter of not less than D = 4 • 0.75 • 2 cm/O. 2 = 30 cm 

is required. 

(iv) The channelled decay muons undergo dechannelling when pene-

trating the crystal. According to an estimate by Van Vliet 

[5] the mean. multiple-scattering angle ~W after a pene-

tration length of 10 llm at room temperature amounts to 

.0.10° (Ta) and 0.120 (Au) for best channelled muons in a 

<100> channel, and to 0.5ao (Ta) and 0.530 (Au) for muons 

with high transverse energy. A comparison with the expected 

critical angles shows that only muons coming from depths 

of not more than 20 llm should be counted. Since the ~+ 

beam arrives with.an energy of 65 MeV (p = 150 MeV/c) it 

• has to be moderated in order to deposit the pions close to 

the surface. Even so, the straggling of the majority of 

the muons reaching the surface is too large to be ~olerated. 
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Hence, the detector has to resolve the muon energy with a 

resolution of better than 400 keV (corresponding to a depth 

of about 15 lJI!l in Ta ). By a proper choice of the detector 

thickness, the large -rlux . of background positrons (mainly 
, + ' 
from the lJ -deca~in the crystal) can be discriminated by 

using the detector in an dE/dx arrangement for positrons. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental set~ 

up used in the experiment. A maximum stopping density within the first 

20 lJm from the crystal surface is obtained if the thickness of the 

Be + H20 moderator corresponds approximately to the pion range in the 

~derator. The crystal is mounted on a goniometer allow-

ing angular tilts in two directions by about ± 30 and 

rotations by about ± 450
. The samples were preorientated 

by standard X-ray techniques and mounted in such a way that 

the crystal axis to be investigated. pOinted (within ± 0.1 0
) 

:into the direction of the detector. Because of the relatively 

low muon energy of about 4 MeV the entire muon path (from 

crystal' to detector) of about 6 m lengtJl has to be in vacuum, since even a hE: 

litml-gas atm:::>sphe~ would lead to considerable small-angle scattering 

of the muons. The scattering chamber is shielded in such a 

way that only muons from the crystal can reach the detector. 

Rutherford scattering of the pions gives onl,y a small uni-

form background: Scattered pions decay in flight within the 

first two meters; therefore, their 'blocking structure' is 

completely averaged out. 
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The muon intensity profiles are measured with a windowless 

posi tion-sensi ti ve scintillation detector (1.5 mm thick) \t1i th 

a counting area of' 300 mm in diameter (cf. Fig. 2). About 70% 

of the scintillation light is collected in four photomultiplier 

tubes indicated by x 1 , x~, Y1 and Y2. The coordinates X, Y" 

are determined by 

x 1 
X = ---~- , Y = , (3) 

x 1 + x2 

where x 1, x2 , Y1 and Y2 denote the pulse heights of the four tu

bes. The division according to (3) is done on-line with analogue 

dividers. The spatial resolution of the detector is better than 

2 cm, its energy resolution for 4 MeV muons corresponds to E1'lHM 

= 300 keV. In front of and behind the scintillators are anti-

counter tubes in 'order to reduce the background due to high-energy 

positr.ons crossing the detector under small angles (thus having 

a prolonged path length, resulting in scintillation light si.n'>J.lar to that of 4 ~eV , 
muons). For a pion momentum of 150 MeV/c and a sample area of 

4 cm2 a signal-to-background ratio of 15:1 has been obtained. 

RESULTS 

The sample investigated with the technique described above oonsisted of twc 

X-ray aligned half-cylinders obtained by slicing a rod-shaped 

high-purity Ta single crystal along its axis. It offered a cross 

section of 2 x 3 cm2 to the pion beam. The mosaic spread as 

determined with 411 keV Y-rays was 0.070
, the main impurities 

were (in at.ppm) Nb:50, Mo:20, W:15, 0+N:30. 
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Fig. 3 shows a typical muon energy spectrum obtained with 

the detector system described above. The high positron background 

at the low-energy end (about '104 t:i.nes the IIlllOil yield) has been omitted. 

The right-hand edge at about 4 MeV corresponds to muons generated close 

to.:. ... the crystal surface. Its shape is determined mainly.by the 

energy resolution of the detector. FOr the blocking profiles only events in 

the energy window indicated in the figu.rewe:re used. This corresponds to a ~ 

emission depth of about 10 llm. Typical count'rates were 20 II + Is. 

Counter characteristics were eliminated by taking the ratios 

(normalized to equal numbers of total counts in the detector) 

of muon intenSity profiles for two different orientations of 
! 

the crystal with respect to the detector. The times required 

for one run were of the order of 5 h. 

As an example I the histogram in Fig. 4 shows the absolute 

deviation of a ratio profile from unity for tvlO different crystal 
EFystY:detector axis: 

orientations with respect to the "as-obtai'ned at 200 K 
\.07 

along a <100> directionythe Ta crystal described above [10].The 

separation of the two maxima corresponds to a tilt by 0.450 and 

agrees within experimental error with the rotation 'performed on 

the crystal. This provides strong evidence that the maxima in 

the intensity profiles in <100> are due to lattice steering in 

the crystal and not a feature of.the detecting equipment. 

Fig. 5 shows an angular intensity profile obtained by taking 

azimuthal averages around the location of the centre of one 

of the peaks in Fig. 4. The oQserved maximum is rather high and 

narrow (peak height 1.25, FWHM = 0.45 tVdr) as may be seen by 

comparing it with the height 1.3 and the width FWHM = 0.4 ~cr obse~d 

for the <100> channelling of 750 keV ~t ions [7]in a study of deuterium on tetrahed 
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interstices in Ta 1 ). 

The. following conclusions. may be drawn: 

(i) The majority of the pions occupy interstitital sites of 

fairly high symmetry (e.g. tetrahedral and/or octahedral sites) 

in the bcc Ta lattice. Occupation of low-symmetry sites . (off-. 

centre positions in the <100> channels) would be incompatible 

with the height and narrowness of the observed flux-enhancement 

peak. 

(ii) The majority of the pions has. not been trapped by impurities, 

since trapping would most likely result in off-centre po-

sitions. 

(iii) By analogous arguments, the probability distribution of the 

pions appears to be rather localized. Quantitative estimates for 

the pion vibration amplitudes or the extension of ~e pion wave 

function are difficult to make; for reference purposes we state 

that the above mentioned observations on deuterium cm'respond to 

a vibration amplitude of about 0.11 R. 

The muon intensity maxima observed in <100> and (in a preli-

minaryexperiment [ 7]) in <111> are qualitatively compatible 

wi th both octahedral and tetrahedral si te occupancy [8]. Which 

of the two sites is preferentially occupied may be decided by a 

quantitative comparison of these maxima (see, e.g., the cases 

of deuterium in Ta [6'] and 180 in Nb [9]), but this will have 

to await measuremerttsin both directions on the same crystal. 

1)This is based on Lindhard's rule of reversihrrity [3 ] which 

should hold to a good approximation in the presen~ comparison. 
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BLOCKING OF POSITRONS FROM MUON-DECAY 

With a similar experimental set-up as described above the 
. . + • + 

decay of positive m~ons (~ ) into positrons (e ) has been used 

very recently to study the behaviour of implanted + 
~ . in Au. 

Positive muons decay with a mean lifetime 

according to 

~ + + e + + ve + '\J (4) 

into positrons (e+) with a beta spectrum of 52.83 MeV maximum 

energy and about 35 MeV average energy plus two neutrinos. Positive muons incident 

on a s~gle crystal ~ stopped in the sample in about the same way 

as + 
7T are. Due to the high energy of the positrons the 

critical channeling angles are by about a factor of 2.5 smaller 

than for muons. According to Egg (2) one obtains ~cr = 0.26° 

(Au < 100» and 0.290 (Ta < 100». Since the muon lifetime exceeds 

that of charged pions by a factor of 85, ~+ are more likely to 

be trapped by impurities than Tt. j.l+/e+ channelling exneriments requin 

therefore particularly high standards of crystal perfection and purity as well as a 

high angular resolution of the apparatus. 

An important difference from the previous experiments is that 

because of the high energie~ and the wide energy distribution of 

the e+ the emission range cannot be controlled by energy 

discrimination of the channelled particles. Muons ariSing from 

the decay of pions at rest ('Arizona mode') leave the production 

target with a rnaxinrum ener<;l}' of about 4 MeV. They are rroderated by 

polyethylene foils of about 1 mm thickness to final energies 
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of less than 1 MeV. This results in a rather shallow implan

tation depth of about 15 pm. 

The positiori-sensitive positron detecting system consisted 

of two crossed drift-chambers'of 10 x 10 cm2 counting area, 

corresponding to an angular range of 1° x 1°. Two thin 
" 

(5 rom) plastic scintillation counters in telescope arrange

ment (60 cm apart) served as timing device. In addition, they 

reduced to virtually zero the high background of positrons not 

coming from the target. A rough energ¥ discrimination 

of the emitted positrons (only positrons with energies higher 

than about 25 MeV were counted) is achieved by shielding the 

second scintillator with 5 cm aluminum. The position' resolution 

of this system is 3mm corresponding to a~angular resolution 

of 0.03°. The positron count rate was typically 3 ~+/s, 

the time required for one run at least 10 h. Further details will 

be published elsewhere [11J. 

Fig. 6 shCMS the radial profile of the relative positron intensity around the 
Jfor details of the evaluation see ref. [13J) ] 

<100> axis of a Au single crystal at 100 ~The observed mlnimurn of 

0.2 in depth and 0.,0 in width (FWHM) is rather small and 

narrow. It supports the view that the muons occupy the 

octahedral interstices of the fcc Au lattice, 

since these are the only interstitial sites that are 

completely shadowed by the <100> atom rows (cf. [81). From the 

angular width of 0.1 0 the (one-dimensional) muon vibrational 

ampli tudes may be eS,timated by means of Barre:tt!s formula 

([11J, cf. [8]) as 0.3 5L This is in reasonable agreement \>lith 

values derived for muons in fcc metals from hydrogen data 
use ee~roximately, . 

maki~f thefl/4-power ~ass dependence of the amplitudes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the judgment of the writers, the results presented above 

have opened up a new field, narrely the use of positive pions and muons 
. .. . '. 

as probes in crystals of suffi,cient size and perfection inde-

pendent of the magnetic properties of the material. Deter-

minationsof their locations and probability distributions 

provide us with information on the interaction of positive 

poin t charges with the host crystal. The new techniques may contribute in an 

important way to the understanding of the behaviour of hydrogen 

in crystalline material. From the investigation of the, 

. f + d + t' f . p1ng 0 TI an ~ a 1woer ect10ns, such as foreign atoms 

trap-

or vacancies, diffusion coefficients may be deduced. The 

small critical angles for channeQing connected with positron 

blocking experiments are certainly a drawback, but, never-

theless, such experiments are possible at least in high-Z 

material, as shown in the last section. 
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fig. 2 Top: Schematic drawing of the two-dimensional positron
sensitive muon detector. The hatched circle represents the plastic 
scintillator (diam·eter 30 em, thickness 1.5 mm, energy resolution 
300 keV, lateral resofution ± I em) which is embedded in a lucite 
ring. The scintillation light is transported in lucite light guides 
to the four photomultiplier tubes connected to the four sectors of 
the plastic scintillator. 

Bottom:Signal processing in the position-sensitive detector system. 
The ratios xl!(XI+x2)'YI!(YI+ Y2)of the light intensities xi,yi 
are fed into a multichannel analyzer (MCA7'with two-dimensional re
gistration and give the position (X,Y) of an incident muon. The sum 
xI +x2+ YI + Y'l. prOVides 'the muon energy. lIy a proper gating of the MCA 
o~ly muons from a selected energy window are counted (cf. Fig. 3). 
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A B 

Fig. 4: Normalized intensity of decay muons from positive 
pions stopped in a Ta single crystal at 200 K. The muon 
energy corresponds to the energy window indicated in Fig. 3. 
The ~oo> direction was aligned to positions A or B of the 
two~dimensional position sensitive detector for half of the 
measuring time each. The distance of the two maxima corresponds 
to the ti~~ of 0.45 0 performed on the crystal. 
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Fig.S: Decay of n+ implanted into a Ta single crystal at 200 K: 
Angular ~+ yield profile around the <100> peaks of,Fig. 4 as 
obtained by an azimuthal average around the centre of one of 
the peaks of the two-dimensiona distribution of Fig. 4. 
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Lattice Steering (Channelling) of Relativistic Positrons 

trom Positive M~ons Implanted into Crystals. 

K. MAIER, G. FLIK, D. HERLACH, G. JUNEMANN, A. SEEGER 

Universitat Stuttgart, Institut fur Theoretische und Angewandte 

Physik, and Max-Planck-Institut fur Metallforschung, Institut fur 

Physik, Postfach 800665; 7000 Stuttgart 80, Fed. Rep. Germany 

and 

H.-D. CARSTANJEN 

Universitat MUnchen, Sektion Physik, 0-8000 Munchen, Fed.Rep.Germany 

We report on the first observation of the lattice 

steering ("channelling") of relativistic positrons (e+) 
, 

resulting from the decay of thermalized positive 

muons (l./), implanted into an Au single crystal at 100 K. The 

steering effect manifests itself in a blocking 

pattern in <100> crystal directions (relative 

depth at least 20 %, FWHM about o. ,0) and 

+ supports the view that at low temperatures ~ 

in Au are well localized in octahedral interstices. 

The potential of the new technique is briefly 

outlined. 

.. 
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In recent communications [1-3] we have reported on the 

first observations of lattice steering (channelling) of positive 

+ muons (~ ) resulting from the semileptonic decay 

( 1 )' 

of positive Pi-mesons (n+) implanted into crystals. For a 

number of reasons it is highly desirable to be also 4ble to ob

serve the lattice steering of the pOSitrons (e+) that originate 

from implanted ~+ according to the a+-decay 

~+ -+ e+ + \I + \I 
~ e (2) 

(i~ n+ and ~+ possess the same electric charge but differ 

in their masses by a factor of 1.32. The comparison of blocking 

and flux-enhancement of the emitted ~+ and e+ allow; us to study 

the mass dependence of the location and of the vibrational 

amplitudes of positive pOint charges in crystals. 

(ii) With the help of trapping at vacant lattice sites or 
+ 

foreign atoms it is possible to deduce the diffusivities orr 
+ + + 

jJ+ + (jJ _ orr ) lorr . and 0 of rr and jJ+ and hence the isotope effect 0 

(iii) Since the lifetimes of jJ+ and rr+ differ by a factor 

of 85, thermalized jJ+ and TI+ possess equal sensitivity to trap 

concentrations differing by about two po\-lers of ten. 
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(iv) In many cases the'~+SR (Muon Spin Rota~ion) technique 

[4,5] is capable of providing detailed information on the 

"magnetic history" of thermalized ~+ in crystals. However, it 

is often difficult to establish uniquely the crystal sites to 

which the .magnetic information pertains. Combination of ~+SR 

and lattice-steering data obtained under identical conditions 

promises to enhance substantially the information on the be

haviour of ~+ in crystals and on the nature and properties of 

the crystal defects with which they interact. 

Attempts to observe the lattice steering of positrons re

sulting from the decay (2) have so far been unsuccessful [6]. 

It is informative to compare the 1Wecific regui't.e:-
+ + ments for ~ Ie lattice-steering experimenGwith those for 

the' 'Tl' + I~ + experiments as discussed in [1 ]. 

(a) Whereas the ~+ resulting from the decay of thermalized 

'Tl'+ are monoenergetic (Ekin = 4.12~V), the decay (2) provides 

us with a spectrum of e+ energies reaching up to E~a~ = 52.83 MeV. 

The observations on e+ lattice steering to be reported below 

were carried out perpendicular to the ~+ polarization. In this 

direction the emission rate of positrons with total energies 
"-

between x = Ee lEe and x + dx into a small solid angle dn max 

is given by 

= (3) 

where N is the number of muons decaying per unit time. The energy 
~ 

dependence of lattice-steering and small-angle scattering (see below) 

requiresthe low-energy part of the e+ spectrum to be cut off; a 

cut-off at x = ~ gives us d2~e = (13/16)N~d2n/4'Tl' • 

.. 
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In the present experiments, which were car~ied out at the 

high-intensi ty surface muon ("Arizona") beam TIE 3 at SIN 

(Schweizerisches Institut fUr Nuklearforschung, Villigen, Aargau, 

Switzerland), positrons emerging from the sample with energies 

less than about 20 MeV were eliminated with the help of a 

4 cm Al degrader (see Fig. 1) • 

(b) Lindhard's critical angle ~cr for the occurrence of 

lattice-steering is proportional to (p v).-1/2, hence the fraction 

of the emitted fast particles carrying the lattice-steering 

inf0rmation proportional to (pv)-1 (p = momentum, v.= velocity 

Of the particles undergoing lattice steering). Eq. (1) corresponds 

to p~v~ = 8.0 MeV, eq.(2) to Peve = 53 MeV for x = 1 and Peve=26 MeV 

for x = 1/2. catpared with n+ll./ experiments this neans: (i) The demands 

on crystal perfection and on the resolution of the detecting 

system are even higher. (ii) The fraction of the decay events 

leading to useful information is even smaller. 

The maximum distance detector-sample that may at present 

be achieved atnE3 is 6.7 m. As a compromise between re-

solution and counting rate the experiments were carried out 

on Au and Ta monocrystals of 12 mm diameter as seen from the 

detector. On the basis of our previous experience [1] the width 

of the lattice-steering profile for 40 MeV e+ was estimated to 

o be about O. 1 FWHM. 

(c) It is essential to keep the small-angle scattering of 

the particles undergoing lattice-steering below a limit dictated 

by the magnitude of the critical angle ~cr. In the present ex

periment the main contribution to d'~2>/dx, i.e., the increase 
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per unit distance of the solid angLe into which an originally 

collimated particle beam spreads, is proportional to (pv)-2 [7]. 

2 -1 Since 1P cr - (p v) ,here the larger pv values of the present ex-

periment constitute an advantage. On the other hand, because of 

the spread of the positron energies it is not possible to limit 

the angular spread by controlling the energy losses, as was 

done in the n+/~+ experiment. This meant that the depths in 

which the ~+ were implanted had to be limited. 

The maximum values of~1;ic,energy (4.12 MeV) arid mome"ntum 
+ -2 30 MeV)of surface muons correspond to~· ranges of 3.22 kgm 

in Au and 1.25 kgm-2 in polyethylene. In experiments on Au or Ta 

the projectiles should not come from depths exceeding about 20 ~m. 

Since we could not prepare such thin metal single crystals of 

the required perfection we reduced the maximum penetration 

of the ~+ in Au to about 20 ~m by means of a polyethylene foil 

of 1 rom thickness. 

Fig. 1 shows a not-to-scale drawing of the set-up. The 

crystals were oriented with a <100> axis towards the detector 

system that determined the coordinates of the decay positrons. 

Two time-to-arnplitude converters (TACs) were started by a 

coincidence signal from the scintillators" S2 (10 x 10 cm2) and 

S3 (14 x 14 cm2 , thickness 5 rom) and stopped by the signals from 

the two crossed (10 x 10 cm2 ) drift chambers OX and DY. The 

scintillator S1 (diameter of the bore 25 rnrn) in ant1-coincidence 
-"....,...,.... .... .-

~-.'~ 

(S2· S 3· sf) reduced the hi,gh .... ·pC;si tron background from ~ ~ decays 
~.,./",,"""'~""""""'" 

.. 
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outside the sample to a signal-tp-background ratio of 

roughly 3 : 1. The angular resolution of the system of 

about 0.1 0 is entirely limited by geometry and can easily be 

improved when the present spatial restrictions at nE3 will be 

removed. At a primary proton beam of 100 ~A the count rate was 

+ 5 about 3 e Is. In a typical spectrum about 1.2·10 events were 

recorded on the detector area, which corresponds to an angular 

range of 50' x 50'. 

Detector characteristics were eliminated by taking the 

ratios (normalized to equal numbers of total counts) of two 
-

e+ intensity profiles recorded under different conditions. Fig. 2 

gi.ves the ratio of two profiles near < 100> directions of an Au 

s;ingle crystal (inpurity concentration 10-4_10-~ spread of· crystallographic 

orientations as detennined by X-rays < 0.010) at 100 K and room terrperature (Rr) 

as a function of the deviation fran the < 100 > direction. Crnparison of two conse-

cutively taken Rr spectra shO\\ed that there was ro drift in the detec

tor system: tilting the crystal by 0.30 with respect to the 

detector indicated no statistically significant structure of 

the RT spectra. On the ot~hand,the dip in Fig.2 appears to 

be statistically significant. It shows that in the <100> 

directions of Au crystals at 100 K a blocking minimum exists with 
#1 

a FWHM of ~ut 0.,0 and a relative depth of about 0.2. This 

+ is in agreement with the view that at 100 K the ~ occupy 

octahedral interstices, since in fcc lattices these are the 

~1Since Fig. 2 has not been corrected for the above-mentioned back

ground, the blocking minimum is in fact deeper. 
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only interstitial sites that are completely shadowed by the 

<100> atom rows. The narrowness of the dip is in reasonable 

accord with the ~+ vibrational amplitude predicted from 

hydrogen data on the basis of a 1/4-power mass dependence [3]. 

The absence of a detectable blocking structure in Au at RT 

is thought to be related to the high mobility of ~+ at that 

temperature [8]. It appears likely that within their lifetimes 

the majority of the ~+ are trapped at impurities and that hence they 

decay at low-symmetry sites that cannot be resolved within 

the statistics of the present measurements. 

/ 
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Abstract. It is pointed out that while the proton accelerator require
ments for meson factories and for spallation sources are very similar, 
the target requirements (thin targets of light nuclei for n-meson (pion) 
production, thick targets of very heavy nuclei for spallation) are com
plimentary. It is therefore possible to use, with very little inter
ference, the same proton beam for neutron production by the spallation 
process and pion production. From .the pion decay muon beams may be ob
tained. The muon and pion beams of a high-intensity spallation installa
tion may possess properties that make them extremely interesting for 
solid-state (and neutrino) physics. This is particularly true for beams 
with appropriate time structures, namely pulse lengths ~tl that are short 
compared with the lifetimes T ±=2.6· 10-8 s or T~=2.2· 10-6 s , and periods 
~t2 that are long compared wi¥h these lifetimes. 

The present paper outlines the basic physics of positively charged 
pions and muons and of their behaviour in condensed matter. This be
haviour may be studied by two quite different techniques, viz. lattice 
steering (channelling) of the positive muons (~+) resulting from the 
n+ decay or of the relativistic positrons (e+) resulting from the ~+ 
decay, and muon spin rotation (~SR). Both 1r+/~+ and ~+ le+ lattice steer
ing have recently been demonstrated experimentally. The lattice-steer
ing techniques have the advantage that ~hey are universally applicable. 
With more intense ~+ and n+ beams of suitable time structure the time
differential versions of the lattice--steering techniques are very pro
mising for the study of crystal defects that can be decorated by n+ 
and ~+. 

~SR constitutes a well established technique based on the non
conservation of parity in Weak Interactions. It may be applied' to a wide 
variety of materials with suitable magnetic properties. These include nu
clear magnetism, ferro- and antiferromagnetism, spin polarization of con
duction electrons, orbital magnetism of electrons in superconductors with 
non-homogeneous magnetic structures, and muonium atoms. So far the great 
majority of the ~SR experiments were done in the so-called individual 
time-differential mode. When stronger beams with suitable time structures 
become available, resonance and collective-mode ~SR methods will give 
access to problems t.hat could not be investigated with the classical ~SR 
me thods; 
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1. Introduction 

Muons (originally called mesotromor ~-mesons) and pions (n-mesons) 
were discovered in the study of the cosmic radiation. Incoming high-energy 
protons react in the upper atmosphere with light nuclei and produce posi
tively charged (n+), neutral (no), and negatively charged (n-) pions to-
ge ther wi th heavier particle such as K mesons etc.. The neutral pions de
cay very rapidly mainly into two y quanta (lifetime at rest Tno=8.4.10-16 s). 
They have so far not found any application in condensed-matter physics and 
will not be discussed here further. The charged pions decay with a much 
longer rest lifetime T +=2.60' 10-8 s through a so-called semi-Ieptonic decay n- . -

( I) 

into muons (~-, ~+) and muon (anti-) neutrinos (v~, v~). The muons (life
time at rest Tl-1=2. 197' IO~ s) -are sufficiently long-lived for many of them 
to reach (with the help of the relativistic time dilatation) the ground level 
of the Earth. The cosmic-ray intensity at ground level is almost entirely 
due to high-energy muons (Fig. I, upper left-hand corner). 

In meson factories the processes occurring in the cosmic radiation are 
reproduced, though on different energy and intensity scales. Protons from 
accelerators with typical energies between about 0.5 and I. I GeV fallon 
thin targets of light nuclei (e.g., Be or graphite), where n+, nO, and n
are generated. At the time of the foundation of CERN (- 1950) the largest 
accelerators conceived were mainly planned for the production of n-mesons 
to be used in nuclear and elementary-particle physics. Since then the de
velopment of the large proton accelerators has branched into that of high
energy accelerators, aiming at higher and higher energies, usually at the 
cost of intensity, and that of "middle-energy" accelerators or meson facto
ries, whose purpose is to provide intense beams of charged pions and muons. 
The three meson factories in operation are SIN (Schweizerisches Institut 
fur Nuklearforschung = Swiss Institute of Nuclear Research, VillTgen, Aargau, 
Switzerland), LAMPF (Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility, Los Alamos, New 
Mexico, USA), and TRIUMF (Tri-University Meson Facility, Vancouver, Canada). 
An intermediate place is occupied by the-booster machines of high-energy 
proton accelerators, which may operate in energy and intensity ranges com
parable to those of the n~son factories or at least of meson factorettes 
such as those at CERN, Dubna and Gatchina (USSR). At one of them, viz. the 
Japanese high-energy physics laboratory KEK at Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan, the 
Booster Meson facility BOOM has recently gone into operation [1,2J. 
- The proton accelerators of spallation neutron sources work in the same 
energy range as meson factories and should produce, in order for the spalla
tion sources to be competitive with high-flux reactors, proton currents which 
are comparable with or larger than those of the existing meson factories. In 
spallation sources the neutrons are produced in thick targets of very heavy 
nuclei (e.g., Pb-Bi, U). This means that while the accelerator requirements 
for spallation sources and meson factories are essentially the same with re
gard to proton energy and intensi ty (time structure will be considered se
parately below), the target requirements are complementary. It is thus feas
ible to use simultaneously and with little interference the same proton beam 
for both the production of neutrons by the spallation process and the genera
tion of intense beams of charged pions and, through the decay reaction (I), 
of muons (comp. Fig. I). In view of the very widespread and rapidly growing 
applications of pions and muons this is an extremely interesting possibility. 
Without going into further detail we mention that according to (I) intense 

, 
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Fig.1: Generation and Investigation of 71"+ and ..,+ 

pion beams are also copious sources of muon neutrinos, so that the possibility 
just described holds also great promise for neutrino physics [3J. 

The present paper will concentrate on the use of positive pions and muons 
in solid state physics, emphasizing the new possibilities that will be opened 
up if very intense and/or pulsed beams become available. Fig. I gives a survey 
of the main configurations envisaged and discussed in detail below. We should 
nevertheless like to draw attention to just one application of negative pions, 
viz. their use in cancer therapy [4J. TIlis development (in the view of the pre
sent author of enormous future potential) has recently been started at LAMPF 
and SIN and might be greatly accelerated by the availability of more intense 
beams • 

2. Basic Physics 

Since (I) is a two-body decay, in the pion rest system the muons obtained 
from (I) possess a fixed energy (corresponding to kinetic energy E~in=4.12 MeV, 
linear momentum p~ =29.79 MeV/c, and velocity v~=0.27 c). Pions are spinless 
particles. Since by their nature neutrinos are lOa % left-handed polarized, con
servation of angular momentum demands that in the 7T+ rest sysfem the ~+ generated 
by (I) are lOa % left-Qanded polarized, too (Fig. 2). (This is opposite to the 
"natural" polarization of anti-leptons such as ).1+ and e+, and hence the reason 
why only 1.2'10-4 of the 7T+ decay into positrons e+ rather than into positive 
muons.) 
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Fig.2: Decay of positive muons and pions 

Positive muons decay according to the leptonic reaction (S-decay) 

+ + 
~ -+ e + ( 2) + 

where ve denotes the electron neutrino. The decay positrons possess an ener
gy spectrum with maximum values (in the ~+ rest system) E~x = 52.8 MeV, 
P~x = 52.B MeV/c and vfuax = 0.99999 c. Because of parity non-conservation 
the emission probability of the positrons is asymmetric with respect to the 
direction of the muon spin ~~. Averaged over all positron energies its angu
lar dependence is given by (comp. Fig. 2) 

a: + 
1 

3" cose (3) 

This permits us to study, by observing the directional distribution of the 
decay positrons, the muon polarization at the time of the decay and to ob
tain, on account of the coupling between spin and magnetic moment of the 
muons, information on the "magnetic history" of the muons. This is the basic 
idea of the ~SR (Muon Spin Rotation) technqiue, which was already employed 
in the work [5J establIshing the parity non-conservation in (2) and which has 
since found wide application in nuclear, atomic, and solid-state physics 
l6-BJ as well as in chemistry ~9J and biophysics [10J. 

Like neutrons, ~+ and TI may be used as probes for the study of con
densed matter. In contrast to 'neutrons, however, ~+ and TI+ interact with 
their environment predominantly through the electrostatic interaction and 
are in this respect: analoguous to positrons [IIJ. This has two important 
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Fig. 3: Positiv(lly charged prob(ls in condensed matter 

consequences. First, in condensed matter positive pions and muons as well 
as positrons are slowed down to thermal velocities (" t hermalized") in times 
that are short compared with their lifetimes. With respect to their kinetic 
and potential energy they are hence most of the time in thermal equilibrium 
with their environment. This means that they constitute indeed, like neutrons 
but for different reasons, well-defined probes. Second, the Coulomb repUlsion 
by the nuclei keeps the positively charged probes as far away for the nuclei 
as possible l ). In perfect crystals this leads to the localization of the 
probes in lattice interstices. In imperfect crystals,in addition bound states 
may be formed at sites where nuclei are missing (e.g., vacancies) or where 
extra space is available (e.g., on the dilation side of edge dislocations). 

In thermal equilibrium n+ and ~+ diffuse by hopping from interstice to 
interstice. If their diffusivity D+1s high enough, they may be trapped at 
imperfections providing bound states for them. Because of the ratio of 85 in 
their mean lifetimes the probability that this occurs is much higher for ~+ 
than for n+ under otherwise equal conditions. This may be used to determine 
the mass dependence (isotope effect) of the diffusivity of point particles 
of unit positive charge (mass ratios proton: pion:muon IDp : mn± : m~ = 
= I : 1/7 : 1/9), which is of great interest for the theory of quantum diffu
sion in crystals [12-14J and for a deeper understanding of hydrogen diffusion. 

As indicated in Fig. 3 the information on location and trapping of the 
probes is transmitted by the decay or annihilation products, in the case of 

I)In the case of positive p10ns this suppresses the Strong Interaction of these 
hadrons with the nuclei. During the implantation the suppression is achieved by 
keeping the pion momenta at or below about 150 MeV/c and thus below the pion
nucleon resonances. 
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+" +. + 
n by the ~ , 1n the case of ~ by the e+, and in the case of e+ by the 
annihilation yls (usually in the 2y-annihilation mode). With regard to the 
ease of interpretation of this information big differences between the three 
probes exist. flince in the case of positrons the behaviour of the probes 
in condensed matter and the annihilation process are determind by the same 
interaction (viz. the electromagnetic interaction) the quantitative interpre
tation of the information transmitted by the annihilation yls requires rather 
involved calculations. These are made particularly difficult by the fact 
that electrons and positrons possess the same mass, so that the recoil of 
the probes has to be allowed for and the usual approximations in the electron 
theory of "impurities" in crystals become inapplicable. The si tuation is 
much simpler for muons and pions, since the decay reactions (1) or (2) are 
controlled by the Weak Interaction and therefore (for all practical purposes) 
independent of the electrostatic interaction which governs the behaviour of 
the probes in condensed matter. The latter is many orders of magnitude 
stronger than the interaction between the magnetic moments of the muons and 
those of the constituents of matter - nuclei and electrons - so that the 
tracing of the "magnetic history" of the muons by the ~SR technique (see Sect. 
3) does not interfere with their behaviour as charged probes. 

The situation is even more striking for the other technqiue that can be 
used to obtain formation on ~+ or rr+ in crystals, i.e. the lattice steering 
of the charged decay products e+ or ~+ [15] (see Sect. 4). Here the "message" 
carried by the decay particles is accumulated only after the decay and 
disappearance of the probes, so that any interference with their behaviour is 
impossible. 

The combination of the properties just described with the fact that the 
diffusivities of ~+ and rr+ can be varied within fairly wide limits by vary
ing the temperature makes these particles ideal probes, in particular for 
"decorating" defects in crystalline solids [11]. It is true that on account 
of their larger masses the diffusivities of ~+ and rr+ are substantially 
smaller than those of positrons, but this is compensated by their much longer 
lifetimes. (Typical positron lifetimes in metals are about 2·IO-JO s.) 

3. The ~+SR Techniques 

The various ~SR techniques all make use of three basic facts, namely 
(i) that muons possess a magnetic moment (of a magnitude 4.65 times that of 

. .. 8 5 6 8 -1 -1) the neutron, correspond1ng to a gyromagnet1c rat10 y~ = • I '10 T s , 
(ii) that they are generated according to (I) with longitudinal polarization, 
and (iii) that the polarization at the time of decay may be detected by ob
serving the directional distribution of the positrons from the decay reaction 
(2). ~SR is similar to NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) or EPR (Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance) but much~impler in several respects. Because of (ii) 
high magnetic-fields in order to produce a detectable polarization are not 
needed. Because of (iii) changes in the polarization may be detected without 
having to employ high-frequency radiation. Moreover, the theoretical inter
pretation is often much more straightforward than in NMR, since the inter
action between muon spins is completely negligible on account of the ex
tremely small numb"er of muons in the sa~les at anyone time. 

In the discussion of the various ~ SR techniques it is convenient to 
distinguish between transverse measurements, in which the average field ~~ 
acting on the magnetic moments of the muons is perpendicular to the muon po
larization!, and longitudinal measurements, in which the muon polarization 
precesses in the plane perpendicular to !~ with the angular velocity 

w~ = y~ B~ (4) 
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'The transverse polarization P2, that is the polarization component per
pendicular to B ,. stays constant if all muon UIOm:!nts experience the sam:! 
magnetic field~If this is not the case, the muon spins may precess at 
somewhat different angular velocities, and the transverse polarization P 2 
"relaxes" gradually towards its equilibrium value zero. This may be des
cribed by the transverse relaxation function 

where 
muons 

P2 (t) is the transverse polarization 
at tim:! t after thermalisation. 
A longitudinal field B gives rise to 

""1J 

~E = fl w
ll 

(5 ) 

of an ensemble of thermalized 

Zeeman levels separated by 

(6 ) 

where wll is given by (4). Transitions between the Zeeman levels are intro
duced by magnetic fields with circular frequency Wu and non-vanishing com
ponent perpendicular to the muon polari'zation. Such time-dependent fields 
may either be external fields, or may result from different magnetic fields 
at different muon sites, so that diffusing muonS experience magnetic fields 
that vary with time. 

The relaxation of the initial longitudinal polarization PI(O) of a 
muon ensemble to its equilibrium value P1q may be described by means of a 
longitudinal relaxation function R1(t): 

= 
PI (0) 

If we consider transitions between the 
dealing with a two-level system. Hence 
has, to a very good approximation, the 

(7) 

+ Zeeman levels of the II only, we are 
the longitudinal relaxation function 
form 

(8) 

so that the information obtainable from longitudinal relaxation measurements is 
contained in the field and temperature dependence of the longitudinal relaxa
tion rate r. By contrast, the functional form of the transverse relaxation 
function R2lt) depends on the type of magnetic interaction involved ana on the 
motion of the muons. Important special cases are the exponential function 

= (9) 

which is usually encountered when the muon~ diffuse very rapidly, and the 
Gaussian 

= exp(- r t) o 
( 10) 

which is characteristic for immobile muons and a Gaussian distribution of the 
magnetic fields at the muon sites [16,17]. 

How are precession or Zeeman frequencies ~1 and relaxation functions 
Ri(t) measured? As indicated in Fig. 4, the available techniques may be grouped 
into the individual mode, the collective mode, and the high-frequency or re
sonance technique, in which an external high-frequency field is employed. 
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Fig. I.: !J+SR techniques 

In the individual mode (which is the one used by most groups in the 
field and responsible for most of the ~SR results so far obtained) the entry 
and the decay times of individual muons as well as the directions in which 
the decay positrons emerge are recorded. From the observation of many such 
events [typically (I - 30)' 106J the decay rate ~j in each of the so-called 
positron telescopes (scintillation counters) is recorded as a function of the 
time difference between entry and exit (Fig. 4). From this information the 
relaxation functions (and in the transverse case also the precession frequen
cy w~) may be obtained. A prerequisit of the method is that with high proba
bility there is only one muon in the sample at anyone time (unless one uses 
counters which enable h irn to differentiate be tween different parts of the 
sample from which the positrons are coming). This limits sharply the rate at 
which useful events can be accumulated and, because of stability problems, 
also the smallest relaxation rate that can be detected. At the present time 
this limi t appears to be f2 '" II lOT ~ 0.05 + JO-6 s-1 . 

The collective mode requires ~ulsed muon beams. If the pulse length 6tl 
is small compared with the muon lifetime T and if the repetition period 6t2 
of the pulses is much longer than T~, it iM possible to use the collective 
entry of the muons of a pulse as zero-time signal. The decay times and the 
directions of positron emission may either be determined as in the individual 
mode with the help of positron telescopes and fast electronics by the time
differential technique, or "macroscopically" by measuring in a Cerenkov 
counter the superposition of all delayed events following a muon burst [2J. 
In the collective mode there is no inherent limit to the rate of data accu
mulation. It is therefore feasible to detect substantially smaller relaxation 
rates and precession frequencies than in the individual mode simply because 
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there may be more muons that live long enough. The use of pulsed beamS is 
particularly advantageous in longitudinal measurements, where the elimination' 
of the background constitutes a serious problem when continous lJ+ beams are 
employed. The main disadvantage of the collective measurements is that they 
are not suited for the study of fast relaxation processes or rapid muon spin 
precession. 2) 

Of course, the advantages of the collective mode can only be fully 
realized if the muon beams not only possess the right time structure and 
high fluxes within the muon pulses but also a sufficiently large average 
flux. In this regard it should be notes that because of the exponential 
time law of the muon a-decay the minimum relaxation rates or precession 
frequencies that may be still be detected increases only logarithmically 
with the muon flux. 

Collective-mone measurements have recently been performed at BOOM 
with ~tl = S'10-8 s, ~t2 = S'10-2 s, and 3,S'10~ lJ+ per pulse [2]. It has in
deed been possible to obtain a preliminary relaxation rate r2 ~ 10-8 s-1 for 
indium at 393 K, a quantity that due to its smallness could not be reliably 
determined in earlier individual-mode measurements. 

The high-frequency or resonance lJSR technique comes closest to the 
familiar NMR or EPR techniques [16,17]. An external hf field with a non
vanishing magnetic component perpendicular to the muon polarization P in
duces transitions between the Zeeman levels if its circular frequency 
~f satisfies the condition Wbf ~ ~I' The muon-spin reversals associated 
with these transitions reduce the asymmetry (N+ - N_)/(~+ +~_) between. the 
counting rates ~+ in the positron telescopes in the direction of P and N_ in 
those in the opposite direction. By sweeping the frequency Wbf or-by varying 
the applied magnetic field ~ppl and hence the energy difference ~E we may 
determine the.resonance condLtLons and thus obtain the spectrum of Zeeman 
frequencies wJ. 

Resonange measurements have been carried out on the triplet state of 
muonium atoms Mu = (lJ+e-) [18]. In this state electron and muon spins are 
parallel, so that the system behaves a,s a ~fin-one particle with gyromagnetic 
ratio <Ye - YlJ )/2, where Y = 1760.8'108 s T-1denotes the electron gyromag
netic ratio. The physical ~ituation may be described qualitatively by say
ing that the torque exerted on the spin momentum is not determined by the 
magnetic moment of the muon but by the much larger magnetic moment of the 
electron. It is therefore not particularly difficult to achieve the hf field 
strength necessary to reverse the muon spins within times of the order of 
magnitude of the muon lifetime. 

From the practical point of VLew the situation is quite different if 
we attempt to study "naked" lJ+ or negative muonium ions Mu- = (~/e-e-) by 
means of the resonance technique. Then the hf.field has to act directly on 
the magnetic moments of the muons. The hf field strengths required for the 
spin reversal are now larger by a factor Id than in the triplet Mu case. Under 
otherwise equal conditions (same frequency and sample volume) this means that 
the hf power would have to be increased by a factor of 10~. ~The problem of 

2)The shortest relaxation times or spin precession p~riods that can be 
measured in the collective mode are determined by the time interval ~to over 
which the muons coming from the same pulse enter the sample. ~to may be made 
shorter than ~tl by letting the muons pass through time-dependent magnetic 
fields arranged in such a way that the paths of muons generated at the beginn
ingofthe pulse are longer than those generated towards the end. The com
pression of a pulse of muons with vlJ=0.27c by 1· 10-7 s requires a path difference 
of 8 m. 
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supplying and cooling away the necessary power is very much reduced if 
the muon beam is pulsed with a period ~t2 » L~, since then the high
frequency field needs to be applied only as long as the sample still con
tains a detectable number of muons. On the other hand, there is no limi
tation to the number of muons that may be present in the sample at any 
one time. This means that in the resonance technique best use is made 
of the muons and of the hf energy if the muons are produced in intense 
pulses of length ~t) ~ L~ and if both the muon and the hf pulses possess 
long periods ~t2 » LU • Similar considerations hold for the effects of 
laser light on ~SR, which are of interest for the study of muonium atoms 
in non-metallic materials. 

A ~SR resonance facility satisfying the above requirements has re
cently been installed at BOOM [2J. A radio-frequency field with a peak 
power of about 20 kW is applied during )O-~s after each muon beam burst. 
As a first application of the facility the ~+ resonance in H20 was de
tected by irradiating at a fixed frequency of 20·)if Hz and sweeping the 
magnetic fields. It should be emphasized, however, that in the resonance 
technique the use of pulsed muon beams is not essential but merely a 
matter of economy. A letter of intent for ~+ spin resonance experiments 
at SIN (where llt) « llt2« T~) has been submitted by a Stuttgart-Heidel
berg collaboration in November 1979. 

All ~SR techniques require magnetic interactions between the magnetic 
moments of the implanted muons and the host material. As indicated in Table I, 
the possible interactions may be divided into five major groups. Table I 
lists examples of the materials that might be investigated through the 
various interactions, of the physical quantities that may be observed, and 
of the information that may be gained from the measurements. The multitude 
of existing possibilities forbids a systematic discussion in this paper. 
We have to confine ourselves to a few remarks on each of the five inter
actions. 

I) The dipolar interaction between the nuclear magnetic moments 
and the muon magnetic moments is rather weak. Longitudinal or transverse 
relaxation rates that can be investigated with good precision require a 
high abundance of nuclei with large magnetic moments. Fortunately a large 
number of elerr.ents satisfy these requirements. Qui.te detailed information 
on the behaviour of muons may be obtained through the dependence of the trans
verse rate on the crystallographic direction of the applied field ~appl. A 
particularly interesting possibilitiy is the use as analytical tool for de
tecting and characterizing intrinsic or extrinsic (impurity) defects cap-
able of trapping positive muons [19,20J. 

II) The interaction of magnetic moments of d- and f- electrons with 
those of muons is the strongest of the interactions considered in Table I. 
Its consequences for ~SR measurements are strongly dependent not only on the 
magnetic structure of the material (ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, ferri
magnetic, strongly paramagnetic ions in diamagnetic or weakly paramagnetic 
hosts) but also on its crystallographic structure and the symmetry of the 
sites occupied by the ~+ [8,21,22J. In many cases the strength of the inter
action allows us to carry out measurements on internal fields, muon diffu
sion, and muon trapping over much wider temperatures ranges than is feasible 
with other techniques [21,23J. 

III) From the theoretical point of view the contact interaction between 
conduction electrons and muon spins is just a special case of the interaction 
between electron and muon magnetic moments. The practical manifestations, 
however, are quite different from those of II), Because of the Pauli principle 
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the spin polarizability and hence the Knight shift in normal metals is very 
small. By means of a special stroboscopic llSR technqiue [24] in many "normal" 
metals the muon Knight shift may be determined more accurately than is 
possible for t~e hydrogen Knight shift. In this way interesting information 
on the electronic structure of point<harge impurities in normal metals has 
been obtained [25]. In ferromagnetic metals there exists a spontaneous spin 
polarization of the conduction electrons which gives rise to the so-called 
Fermi field acting on the muon magnetic moments. Whereas neutron diffrac
tion can give information on the spin polarization of conduction electrons 
inl ideal ferromagnetic metals [26], the information obtainable from llSR 
measurements pertains to the presence of positive point charges and is thus 
complementary to the neutron-diffraction inf.ormation. 

IV) The interaction between the muon magnetic moments and the orbital 
magnetism of conduction electrons in superconductors may be used to study 
the magnetic field distribution in magnetically inhomogeneous superconduc
ting states, i.e. in the intermediate or in the mixed state [27]. Particular
ly interesting possibilities exist in the mixed state of Type-II supercon
ductors, where the very fast low-temperature diffusion of muons in pure 
Type-II superconductors may be studied [28,29] and where information on the 
flow of flux lines may be obtained. 

+ -V) In materials in which muonium atoms Mu = (11 e ) are formed the 
hyperfine interaction between the muon spin and that of the bound electron 
is usually the most important magnetic interaction of the muons. This inter
action may be employed in a wide variety of ways in order to obtain in
formation on the physics and Chemistry of the host material. The study of 
the magnetic properties of Mu atoms has given rise to a field of its own, 
muonium chemistry [9]. 

4. Lattice Steering ("Channelling") 

The basic ideas of the lattice-steering technique, which is applicable 
to both reactions (1) and (2), are indicated in Fig. 5. For simplicity.we 
shall first describe the technique as based on reaction (1), briefly called 
TI+/11+ lattice steering or channelling, and subsequently discuss the differences 
b +/ + d +/ + 1· . etween TI 11 an 11 e att~ce steer~ng. 

Suppose that the implanted positive pions are located on interstitial 
sites in an otherwise perfect crystal. Then the monoenergetic positive muons 
emitted into one of the open "channels" going out from the TT+ sites along 
the low-index crystallographic directions undergo sequences of correlated 
repUlsive small-angle collisions with the nuclei bordering the channel. They 
keep the direction of the 11+ propagation, on the average, parallel to the 
channel direction (Fig. 5, top). This "lattice steering" effect leads to a 
flux-enhancement in the channel directions compared to random directions, in 
which the 11+ are deflected by large-angle scattering. 

The crystallographic directions in which the flux enhancement may be ob
served in position-sensitive detectors placed sufficiently far from the sample 
depend on the interstitial sites on which the emitting particles are located, 
so that from observations in different crystallographic directions these sites 
may be deduced. Moreover, from the precise shape of the enhancement profile 
one may draw conclusions on the spatial distribution of the emission probabi
lity, i.e. on the quantum-mechanical and thermal vibration amplitudes of the 
TI in their interstices. 
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Fig. 5: lattice steering of IJ+ and e+ 

In those directions i~ 
which the' emitted particles' 
encounter an entire row of 
atoms, the phenomenon of 
blocking takes place. As'in
dicated in Fig. 5, this re
sults in a diminuition of the 
muon flux relative to that 
observed in a random direc
tion. If the ~+ are located 
on substitutional sites be
cause they have been trapped 
in vacancies, the blocking 
phenomenon occurs in all 
major crystallographic direc
tion. Thus vacancies (and, 
provided observations in a 
sufficient number of crystallo
graphic directions are avail
able, also divacancies, etc.) 
may be monitored fairly di
rectly by this "decoration" 
technique. 

The angular range around 
a crystallographic direction in 
which the information on the 
location of the probes is con
tained may be estimated from 
Lindhard's critical angle 
[30,31J 

( 1 1) 

where Z denotes the atomic number of the host material, e the elementary elec
tric charge, Eo = 8.85'10- 12 A s V-1 m-1 , p and v linear momentum and velocity 
of the particles undergoing channelling (assumed to have unit charge), and d 
the interatomic distance in the channelling direction. For positive muons emitted 
by pions at rest (11) becomes 

t/Jcr 
9 ( _Z_)1/2 

d/~ 
( 12) 

where t/J is measured in angular minu~es. This means that for medium heavy ele
ments t~~ solid angle within which the lattice-steering phenomenon takes place 
is comparable with that under which the full Moon is seen from the Earth. The 
information on 'the pion location is thus carried by a very small fraction of 
the muons that are emitted, so that lattice-steering experiments, informative 
and easy to interpre-te as they are, require large pion fluxes. 

Closer inspection shows that the fraction of "useful" ~ + 1.S even smaller 
than might appear from the preceding estimate. The small-angle scattering of 
channelled particles ~ conduction and valence electrons leads to an increase 
of <~vr> proportional to th~ distance travelled by the channelled particles 
(~t/J = deviation of the propagation direction from the channel axis). It is 
thus necessary t~ limit the depth from which the particles are emitted. Since 
in the case of TI /~ lattice steering the channelled particles are originally 
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B 

Fig.6: Flux enhancement of positive muons 
emitted in <100> directions from therma
lized 'IT+ in a tantalum single crystal pt 
200 K (x,y = coordinates on position
sens i ti ve de tect or) • 

monoenergetic and since their 
energy loss, too, is propor
tional to the distance travelled, 
this can be done by counting 
only particles whose kinetic 
energies lie above a certain 
threshold. + 

. The first 'IT + III 1attice
steering experiments have re
cently been performed on tan
talum single crystals by Maier 
et al.·[ 15,32,33]. Fig. 5 indi
cates schematically the experi
mental arrangement employed. 
Because of the short pion life
time linear momentum and ve-
loci ty of the 'IT+ were chosen 
close to the highest values 
admissable from the point of 
view of nuclear reaction cross
sections (cLfootnotel).BY means 
of a degrader foil the pions were 
slowed down in front of the 

sample so that they were deposited close to the specimen surface. Fig. 6 shows 
two flux-enhancement patterns A and B obtained in these experiments [3~. Two 
patterns rather than just one were observed because the sample was rotated 
with respect to the beam in order to eliminate the characteristics of the. po
s)_tion-sensitive detector. The separation of the two peaks agrees with the 
angle of rotation. The width of the flux-enhancement peak corresponds to the 
theoretical expectations. 

Experiments on u+/e+ lattice steering, in which the muons serve as the 
probe and the e+ undergo channelling, present several additional problems: (i) 
Generally speaking, the available u+ fluxes are smaller than the 'IT+ fluxes. 
(ii) The quantity p·v, which according to (11) determines the critical angle 
for channelling, is smaller for e+ from (2) than for u+ from (1)3) Hence in 
u+/e+ lattice steering the critical angles are smaller than those of 'IT+/u+ 
channelling and the demands on the perfection of the crystals used as samples 
accordingly higher. In addition, the fraction of the particles carrying the 
lattice-steering information becomes even smaller than in 'IT+/u+ experiments. 
(iii) Since the e+ emitted by u+ are not monoenergetic, the depth limitation 
necessary to keep the straggling effe~below a critical level cannot be 
achieved by energy selection but must be done by limiting the depth at which 
the u+ are implanted. 

. +1 + An experimental arrangement for a U e lattice-steering experiment is 
shown in Fig. 5 (bottom). It makes use of the fact that from n+ stopped near 
the surface of the proton target a well-collimated beam of so-called surface 
muons with kinetic energies E~in ~ 4.12 MeV ("Arizona beam") may be obtained. 
The experimental difficulties described above have be~n overcome in recent 
experiments of Maier et al. on Au [34], in which u+/e lattice steering was 
demonstrated for the first time. In these experiments the surface muons were 

3)At the upper end of the e+ spectrum we have peve = 53 MeV, which is to be 
compared with pUvU = 8.0 MeV. 

'~-' 
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Fig.7: Blocking of positrons emitted in a 
<IOO>direction from thermalized ~+ in gold 
single crystal at 100 K (averaged over 
angle around <100». 

slowed down by means of a poly
ethylene foil to such an extent 
that virtually all muons were 
stopped in a surface layer of 
20 ~m depth. The low-energy part 
of the positron spectrum was cut 
off by means of an Al foil, so 
that only positrons with ener
gies exceeding 20 MeV were re
corded in the position-sensitive 
detector. Fig. 7 shows a blocking 
pattern obtained at 100 K on 
an Au crystal along one of the 
cube directions. It is in agree
ment with the view that ~+ in 
face-centred cubic metals prefer-
entially occupy octahedral inter
stices. 

We emphasize that the lattice
steering techniques are not con
fined to any particular type of 
chemical bond nor - in contrast 
to ~SR - to specific magnetic 
properties. It is this generality 
with regard to the materials to 
be investigated that makes the 

lattice-steering method very pronuslng for the future. It does, however, re
quire single crystals of good quality and sufficient size. The know-how of 
growing such crystals is available for a large number of materials. We expect 
that in the years to come further progress in crystal growing and in the appli
cation of the lattice-steering technique will go hand in hand. 

5. Beams and Time Structure. 

Let us return to Fig. I, where the main uses of a future combined 
spallation- meson-production facility are indicated. The charged pions pro
duced in a thin target of light nuclei may be utilized either directly for bio
medical applications and for elementary-particle, nuclear, atomic, and solid
state physics, or for the production of muon beams. 

Muon beams may be obtained either from pions decaying at rest or from 
pions decaying in flight. In the first case the muons are emitted from pions 
that have been stopped near the surface of the proton target. The ~+ beams pro
duced in this way are known as "surface-muon beams" or (for historical reasons 
[35J) as "Arizona beams". Such beams possess the attractive feature that they 
are virtually 100 % longitudinally polarized. The kinetic energy of the muons, 
E~. , varies between zero and 4.12 MeV. This means that the penetration of the 
mu6Rs is small and that low-density targets (gases and vapors!) as well as very 
thin samples may be investigated. Furthermore, because of the low Ep,. values 
Arizona beams are v~ry useful if one wishes to implant the muons ont9

n
near the 

sample surface. Examples for this are the ~+/e+ lattice-steering experiments 
discussed in Sect. 4 or the investigation of near-surface radiation damage 
produced by ion or electron bombardment. 

A definite drawback of the surface muons is that because of their small 
linear momenta (E~ < 30 MeV/c) they are easily deflected by transverse magnetic 
fie Ids. This makes it difficul t to carry out transverse ~SR measurements in 
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applied fields exceeding, say, 0.1 T. This weakness can be remedied by 
means of a spin rotator, a combination of magnetic and strong electric 
fields that rotates the muon spin by 900 with respect to the muon momen-
tum and thus gives us transversely polarized beams. The geometry of trans
verse ~SR experiments can be arranged in such a way that beams with trans
verse polarization are not deflected by the applied magnetic field. A low 
momentum beam with transverse polarization would also be of great help for 
~+/e+ lattice-steering experiments, since then full advantage could be taken 
of the fact that in (2) the asymmetry of the positron emission depends 
on the positron energy and that the emission of low-energy positrons oppo
site to the muon spin direction is suppressed. In all future Arizona-beam 
installations provisions should-be made for setting up a spin rotator, 
which necessarily is several meters long. 

In order to obtain polarized muons from pions in flight one needs a 
so-called muon channel. In the case of SIN and BOOM this consists of a 
superconducting solenoid, in which the spiralling path of the pions is so 
long that virtually all of them decay in the channel. In this way high
momentum muon beams with very little pion and positron contamination have 
been achieved. However, because of the so-called kine.matic depolarization 
[36J the polarization of high-momentum beams is necessarily smaller than that 
of Arizona beams and amounts in practice to not more than 0.75 - 0.80 • 
The kinematic depolarization is due to the fact that a muon beam extracted 
in the laboratory systems in, say, backward direction from the flight di
rection of the pions contains a certain fraction of muons that have been 
emitted in the forward direction as seen from the pion rest system and 
which hence in the laboratory system possess the "wrong" spin direction. 

So far the only application of positive pions outside of nuclear and 
elementary-particle physics is the rr+l~+ lattice steering described in Sect. 
4. In this application the TI+ should be implanted into the sa~les at ener
gies as low as possible in order to keep the path of the emerging ~+ inside 
the samples short. On the other hand, in order not to loose too many pions 
by decay the pion velocity and hence the pion energy should be as high as 
possible. The distance over which the fraction e-1of pions with velocity 
c/4 have not yet decayed is only 2 m. In the experiments on Ta performed 
at SIN [15,33Ja flux of 2'IOBrr+/s at a momentum pTI = 150 MeV/c was avail
able. This resulted in 8 counts per second in the useful ranges of direc
tion and energy. Under these conditions, which by present standards must be 
considered quite favourable, about 5 hours were required in order to obtain 
the information contained in Fig. 6. 

The two important time constants in the physics of pions and muons are 
the lifetimes T + = 2.6' 10 8 sand T = 2.2' 10-6 s. From this it follows 
that interestin~-time structures are~~tl « Tn± « ~ t2 for pion beams and 
~tJ «T «~t2 for muon beams. The time-structure requirements for pulsed 
~SR measlirements have been discussed in Sect. 3. In the following we add 
some remarks on the use of beams with the above time structures for the 
study of pion and muon trapping at crystal defects by means of time-differ
ential lattice steering. 

In order to reach defects at which they may be trapped, thermalized 
pions and muons must diffuse a certain distance. An estimate of the timet
it takes till the fraction e-1is trapped (neglecting the possibility of de
trapping) by an atomic concentration C of defects with capture radius ro 
is given by 

( 13) 
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'where n+ denotes the diffusivity of the positively charged probes and VA 
the atomic volume. The majority of the probes that decay at times short 
compared to (13) will do so at interstitial sites in a perfect lattice en
vironment and will give rise to the corresponding flux-enhancement pattern, 
whereas those which decay at times longer than (13) are likely to have been 
trapped. The flux-enhancement and blocking patterns should then be those of 
the trapping sites. 

Using pulses with lengths ~tl satisfying one of the above conditions 
as collective entry signals we may record the lattice-steering patterns as 
a function of the time the probes have spent in the sample. If the trapping 
time t is comparable wi th t~e lifetime of the 'probes this allows us to ob
tain in the same run the patterns both of the free and the trapped probes. 
From this the trapping time t and, with the help of (13), the quantity roC n+ 
may be derived. For a fixed defect concentration it will thus be possible to 
deduce the temperature dependence of n+. Alternatively, if n+ is known, one 
may determine roC experimentally .. 

The possibility just described is particularly attractive in view of 
the fact that the ratio of the muon to the pion lifetime is 85 and that the 
diffusion coefficients of the two probes are not expected to be too different. 
The combination of n+/~+ and ~+/e+ lattice steering should enable us to 
follow variations of n+ or C over almost four powers of ten. 

The normal operation conditions of SIN are ~tl = l·l0-9 s and ~t2=2·IO-BS. 
This means that they satisfy ~tl « Ln± but not Ln± « ~t2. However, at the 
cost of reducing the average pion flux to one third it is possible to 
operate the SIN accelerator at Llt z = 5.9· IO- Bs, corresponding to t 2/Tn±=2.3. 
Under these conditions the time-d1fferential n+/~+ lattice-steering experiment 
described above appears feasible, although the time structure is not ideal 
and a single run is expected to take more than 24 hours. After the increase 
of the n+ flux foreseen in a few years from now [37J it should be possible 
to perform time-differential n+ IU+ experiments routinely at SIN. 

With the present facilities at SIN a non-time-differential ~+/e+ lattice
steering experiment would take about a factor of ten longer than the corre
sponding n+/~+ experiment if the same statistical accuracy is to be achieved. 
This means that it goes beyond what can be routinely done now but that routine 
experiments !i1ould become feasible after the SIN extension program is com-
pIe ted. 

To the writers knowledge ,at present there is nowhere a realistic 
possibility to perform time-differential u+le+ lattice-steering experiments. 
However, an accelerator with an average 1.1 GeV proton current of 5 rnA and 
time structure ~tl = 1.5·10-7 s and ~t2 = 2·10-2 s as it is under discussion for 
the German neutron spallation source would provide close-to-ideal conditions 
for se tting up such experiments. This would allow us to reach the "ul tima te 
goal" of the application of positive pions and muons to solid-state physics, 
namely the possibility to perform ~SR and time-differential ~+/e+ lattice
steering experiments on the same samples and thus to obtain experir.lental in
formation in unprecedented completeness and detail on crystal defects cap-
able of trapping muons. 4) 

Fig. 8 summarizes our discussions on flux strength and time-s tructure . 

4)ln Fig. 4 the interrupted lines mean that the time structure inside the 
lines is advantageous but not necessary. 
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Fig.8: Time - structure and flux requirements for ~ SR and lattice steering 

The "classical" individual-mode ~SR makes best use of the muons produced if 
a direct current of muons is available. (Direct current in this context means 
that ~t2 «.T~, s~ that from. the ~oint of view of muon physics SIN is a dir~ct 
current facl.Il. ty5):. As explal.ned l.n Sect. 3 the ,count rates that can be achl.eved 
in this mode are sharply limited, so that a further increase in the muon flux 
will only give marginal improvements (e.g., narrower momentum range of the 
beams, higher polarization of high-momentum beams, possiblity to use smaller 
samples). All other techniques, however, will gain from higher muon and pion 
fluxes, most strikingly so the lattice-steering experiments in which the count
rate is strictly and without limitation proportional to the particle flux. 

The various techniques have been arranged in Fig. 8 roughly in the se
quence of increasing flux required. Only the first two techniques may be said 
to be in good shape with the present facilities. All other techniques will sub
stantially profit from future increases in intensity or, as the time-differen
tial ~+/e+ experiments, will only become possible when fluxes at least one or
der of magnitude higher than those of to-day will be available. 

5)An exception is the stroboscopic ~SR technique [24J mentioned l.n Sect. 3, which 
does make use of the finiteness of ~t2. 
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